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Oblak accepts California job 
VP announces 
his resignatio-n 
BY JASON SUBIK 
Staff Writer 
After more than 20 years with the college, 
John B. Oblak, vice president of student af-
fairs and campus life, is leaving to take a po-
sition at the College of Notre Dame in Bel-
mont, Calif. 
Fountain 
• remains 
• tense1ssue 
Tarant voices his positwn 
to opposing class members 
BY HEATHER ZIMAR 
c;onr~ibuting Writer 
Six months after the college announced 
the moving of Fountain Day to Senior Week, 
strong opposition remains to the adminis-
tration's decision. 
In light of the objections, Student Body 
President Nick Tarant traveled to several se-
nior-level classes this week to once again ex-
plain why he supported the plan to move the 
popular event. 
"I made this decision on principle instead 
of popularity," Tarant said to a senior film 
production class 
Monday. 
Taran! first made 
his decision public to 
support the adminis-
tration in a Nov. 11 
press conference. 
Tarant said in ad-
dition to the I 00 seri-
ous medical injuries, > 
furniture set on fire 
and objects thrown TARANT 
from balconies, two 
words led Tarant to take this position on the 
issue - sexual assault. 
"When the idea of a man forcing himself 
on a woman comes into play, you better 
damn well bet I'm going to take a position 
on it, and it is going to be a very loud one," 
he said. 
Last year, someone had threatened to 
throw one woman off a balcony and anoth-
er was raped, Tarant said. He said although 
he represents the entire student body, he has 
to represent those two people as well. 
"Their lives were in danger, and that's 
why I came out with.the decision," he said. 
In October, Fountain Day was moved to 
Senior Week. Taran! has asked seniors to 
make alternative plans on April 28, the last 
day of classes. He said he doesn't want to 
destroy a tradition but start a safer one. 
"I'd like to make a legacy that doesn't 
have a list of statistics a mile long," he said. 
See POLICIES, page 6 
Cressey H. Nakagawa, chairman of the 
CND board of trustees, announced Oblak's 
appointment as president of that college 
Wednesday. Oblak will begin working 
there in June. 
Oblak has worked at Ithaca College since 
1979. He served as the interim dean of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences from 
1982 to 1988 before assuming his current po-
sition, which he has held since 1988. 
He said he began to think about pursuing 
a college presidency two years ago. He made 
it known to search firms then that he was in-
terested in becoming a college president. 
"I was nominated for this position by a prin-
'1,''t,\' 
I ,,, 
]~\ r,, ,, ' 
~t~,]:~ ', 
cipal in a search firm and I was cho-
sen by the College of Notre Dame 
from among a number of candi-
dates," Oblak said. 
CND is a co-educational 
Catholic college located south of 
San · Francisco. Approximately 
1,700 students attend the college, 
900 of which are undergraduates, 
according to its Web site. 
good transition and that we arc a 
good match." 
On.March 3, Lourdes College 
in Ohio had announced that 
Oblak was a finalist for its presi-
dency. Like Lourdes, CND identi-
fies itself as a Catholic institution. 
"Even though [IC and CND] are OBLAK not the same size, there are some 
similarities," Oblak said. "They are based in 
the liberal arts like we arc, but have some pro-
fessional programming. I think it will be a 
"I am a practicing Catholic," 
Oblak said. "TI1ere are some im-
portant differences between the 
two schools because CND is an in-
dependent college with an inde-
pendent board of trustees and is only spon-
See SEARCH, page 6 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
U.S. POET LAUREATE Robert Pinsky addresses a packed house in Emerson Suites as the first speaker in the college's 
Distinguished Sl)t!aker In the Humanities Serles. Pinsky used his speech to focus on the "vocal victory" of poetry. 
"Tlte SOUNDS of POETRY,, 
Laureate inaugurates 
humanities series 
BY DEVON DAMS-O'CONNOR 
Accent Editor 
The Greek god Apollo decreed laurel 
branches would be the emblem for poets 
and victors. Poets who won distinction were 
crowned with a wreath oflaurel right along-
side athletes who won contests at the an-
cient Olympic Games. 
Robert Pinsky, the 39th U.S. poet laure-
ate, shared the vocal victory of poetry with 
a full house in the Emerson Suites Monday 
evening. In his presentation, 'The Sounds 
of Poetry," Pinsky described poetry as "the 
most bodily of all the arts." 
"The medium for a poem is not the 
words, it is not the lines, it is certainly not 
the images," Pinsky said. 'The medium for 
the artist is whatever comes between the 
artist's conceptions, feelings and ideas and 
the audience who receives them. The medi-
um for a poem is the column of air inside 
the reader's torso, the shapes of the 
sounds in the mouth. It is a vocal art, but 
not necessarily a performance art." 
Pinsky gave the inaugural presentation 
in the Distinguished Speaker in the Hu-
manities Series. 
He said he considers poetry, and not 
dance, the most bodily of the arts because 
dance is reserved for the bodies of experts 
and is most commonly considered art when 
viewed in a professional sense. Poetry, on 
the other hand, is bodily to whomever says 
the poem, even if only to themselves. 
In the midst of an unprecedented third 
year-long term in a Library of Congress-
appointed position, Pinsky is working on 
an endeavor that encourages people to read 
poetry out loud, to embody the art. 
The Favorite Poem Project is an ex-
tensive audio and video archive that 
chronicles people from all walks of life be-
coming the medium for their favorite po-
etry. Schoolchildren, a homeless man, sen-
ators, teachers, a man who learned to read 
when he was 40 years old - all have been 
part of the more than 10,000 participants 
in the project which is headquartered at 
Boston University where Pinsky is a pro-
fessor of creative writing. 
See PINSKY, page 6 
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Issues 1n rne News 
Supreme Court protects student activity fees with unanimous ruling 
BY MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE 
News Editor 
--------
victory for universities on an ideological-
ly charged issue that has roiled higher ed-
ucation. 
as part of the First Amendment analysis. 
The Daily Cardinal, the University of 
Wisconsin's student newspaper, reported 
that university officials were satisfied 
with the outcome of the suit. 
other causes, according to the limes. 
The case had become a rallying point 
for conservative groups long resentful of 
the dominance ofliberal discourse on many 
American campuses. 
In a major free speech decision, which 
could impact colleges and universities 
across the nation, the Supreme Court ruled 
March 22 that public colleges can require 
students to pay activities fees that arc used 
to support groups engaging in political ad-
vocacy opposed by some students. 
According to the Chronicle for Higher 
Education, the court rejected the argument 
by a group of Wisconsin students that the 
University of Wisconsin's fee system vi-
olated students' rights to free speech and 
free association. 
"The university may determine that its 
mission is well served if students have the 
means to eng!lge in dynamic discussions 
of philosophical, religious, scientific, so-
cial and political subjects m their ex-
tracurricular life," Justice Anthony M. 
Kennedy wrote for the court. "If the uni-
versity reaches this conclusion, it [is] en-
titled to impose a mandatory fee to sustain 
an open dialogue to these ends." 
"I think it is the right decision for stu-
dents and I think, more importantly, it goes 
to the very heart of what a university is, 
which is a place for the free exchange of 
many different kinds of ideas," Universi-
ty of Wisconsin System President Kather-
ine Lyall told the Cardinal. 
Jordan W. Lorence, Southworth's attor- -
ney, said the new viewpoint-neutral re-
quirement for fee distribution "is going to 
be difficult for some universities to meet." 
Student leaders at the University of Wis-
consin claim they have already met it. 
"We do strive to fund groups across the 
board," Associate Students of Madison 
Chairman Adam Klaus told the Cardinal. 
The students had argued that the system 
effectively forced them to financially sup-
port groups whose views they found ob-
jectionable on political, ideological, or re-
ligious grounds. 
The decision by the court allows a col-
lege to distribute ·student fees for this end 
as long as the money is given out under 
neutral criteria that does not favor some 
points of view over others, according to The 
Washington Post. 
Scott Southworth, who was one of the 
plaintiff's who originally brought the suit 
against the university, told the Cardinal that 
he was disappointed by the court's decision. 
"I disagree with [the court] that view-
point neutrality is the mechanism by 
which we ensure objecting students' 
rights are protected," he said. 
"For example, we fund the Coalition for 
Choice and the Pro-Life Action League 
with the hope that [they] will help students 
on campus to gain a better understanding." 
Plaintiff Rebecka Vander Werf said the 
fee distribution is still not really function-
ing in a neutral way, according to the Car-
dinal. 
The Times reported Justice David H. 
The decision was unanimous, with all 
nine justices voting to overturn an earlier 
ruling by a federal appeals court in Chica-
go. The New York limes reported that the 
decision was a surprisingly broad decisive 
Souter filed a separate concurring opinion, 
which was also signed by Justices John Paul 
Stevens and Stephen G. Breyer, that said the 
court should simply have found the policy 
constitutional without having to "impose a 
cast-iron viewpoint-neutrality requirement" 
Southworth and two other law students 
at Wisconsin's Madison campus had orig-
inally brought the suit because they said as 
conservatives they had a constitutional right 
to keep their mcney from supporting gay 
rights, women's rights, the environment and 
'The system may be viewpoint neutral, 
but the students in charge of distributing 
the funds are not themselves viewpoint neu-
tral," she said. 
~Yltl:PRi<l~rnational News 
AND THE OSCAR GOES TO ... 
MICHAEL KITADA/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
KEVIN SPACEY arrives at the Shrine Auditorium 
for the 72nd Academy Awards in Los Angeles. 
Spacey won Best Actor for his role in "American 
Beauty." The movie also won four other Oscars. 
Congressman urges White House probe 
U.S. Rep. Dan Burton asked the Justice Department 
Monday to appoint a special outside counsel to investigate 
whether the White House engaged in obstruction by failing 
to surrender e-mails in the campaign fund-raising scandal. 
The Republican chairman of the House Government 
Reform Committee said the Justice Department has a con-
flict of interest because its civil division lawyers are repre-
senting the White House in a lawsuit involving the e-mails. 
The Justice Department cannot use its campaign fund-rais-
ing task force "to investigate yourself and the Justice 
Department lawyers who helped keep the e-mails frQm being 
produced," Burton wrote Attorney General Janet Reno. The 
department revealed the task force's probe last Thursday. 
Putin wins, but offers 'no quick solutions' 
Vladimir Putin, taking the helm of a weak, unwieldy 
Russia as its second democratically elected president, 
admitted to voters Monday that he has no swift solutions to 
the poverty and corruption that bedevil his nation. 
Putin ordered the government to pay off wage debL'i to state 
workers, and said a first order of business after his convincing 
victory in Sunday's election will be to select a prime minister. 
World leaders cautiously welcomed Putin's victory. 
President Clinton called Putin to congratulate him Monday, 
and used the opportunity to reiterate U.S. dismay over the 
war in Chechnya. 
Putin has promised to protect democratic freedoms, but 
has yet to indicate how he will carry the sprawling nation 
into the post-Boris Yeltsin era. Putin, 47, was named acting 
president when Yeltsin resigned Dec. 31. 
After he is inaugurated in early May, Putin will appoint a 
prime minister who will then form a government, according 
to the Interfax news agency. As acting president, Putin 
retained the position of prime minister, which he has held 
since Yeltsin appointed him in August. 
Putin's level-headed, firm-handed approach impressed vot-. 
ers. Russians like his pledges to restore the country's military 
might, fight corruption, and battle poverty and social injustice. 
OPEC considers boosting oil supplies 
OPEC oil ministers failed to reach agreement Monday on 
how much crude oil to add to global supplies, with Iran seen 
as the chief obstacle to a consensus that could provide some 
price relief to consumers. 
The ministers were to resume discussions Tuesday. 
Iran accepts the need for OPEC to boost output, the 
Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zangeneh said, but the 
amount of an increase favored by his country might not be 
enough to reduce petroleum prices from nine-year highs. 
Iran, OPEC's second-largest producer, is known to favor 
boosting output by about 1.2 million barrels a day ~ an 
amount that probably would do little to reduce world oil prices. 
Two key producers in the group, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, 
have proposed a production increase of 1.5 million to 1.7 mil-
lion barrels a day. The upper limit of their proposed increase 
would amount to about 7 percent more than what OPEC mem-
bers agreed to pump after.curtailing output last March. 
For U.S. motorists and other consumers of refined products 
such as gasoline, much hinges on efforts by Saudi Arabia, 
OPEC's No. I producer, to win Iran over to its point of view. 
American motorists now pay an average of$ I .59 per gal-
lon for unleaded gasoline, an increase of nearly 60 cents 
since prices bottomed out at 99.8 cents per gallon in 
February 1999, according to a Lundberg Survey of 10,000 
U.S. gas stations released Saturday. 
Industry analysts warn of possible shortages and $2-a-
gallon gas during the peak driving season this summer if 
OPEC fails to increase production significantly. 
Two injured in oil plant explosion 
An explosion Monday rocked a Phillips Petroleum chemi-
cal plant near the Houston Ship Channel, injuring at least 42 
people and sparking a fire that sent thick smoke over the area. 
"I wa<; in the main shop area when I heard a loud explo-
sion," said Tim Williams, a plant worker who estimated he 
was more than 200 yards from the I :25 p.m. explosion. "My 
ears hurt, and I took off running. I looked back and saw 
flames, and kept going." 
Forty-two people were taken to hospitals with injuries 
that included burns, smoke inhalation and anxiety-related 
disorders, hospital spokesmen said. Some were burned 
severely, Mayor Johnny Isbell said. 
Plant spokesman Norm Berkley said two workers were 
missing. He did not confinn the number injured. 
Berkley said the plant employs roughly 850 workers, and 
said about 600 would have been there during the blast. 
Workers in neighboring plants and area residents were 
urged to remain indoors while children in area schools were 
kept inside after the bell rang. Smoke continued to rise two 
hours after the blast, and was clearly was visible across 
Houston. 
SOURCE: Associated Press Wire 
POPE VISITS WESTERN WALL 
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
POPE JOHN PAUL II places a note In the stones 
during his visit to the Western Well In Jerusalem 
on his pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Sunday was 
the last day of the pope's six-day trip. 
CORRECTIONS 
Scott Hepburn was incorrectly identified as a senior 
in last week's article, "Symposium Promotes 
Scholarship." Hepburn is a junior. 
In last week's article "Washington center official," a 
quote by Associate Professor Martv Brownstein, 
politics was misinterpreted and should have read, 
"Since then, individuals have had internships in 
Washington, but we've never had a situation where 
we sent more than 10 people at any one time. This 
new program should get the college back where it 
should be." In the same article, lvo Spalatin is Ithaca 
College's program director, not Butler University's 
program director. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all errors of tact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Jennifer 
Hodess at 274-3207. 
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Psychology professor d_ies 
106-VIC marathon nears 
$3,000 fund-raising goal 
!06-VIC raised nearly $2,500 
for the Finger Lakes Independence 
Center during its SO-hour live ra-
dio marathon this weekend. 
"We have sold $2,400 dollar~ 
worth of air time," Radio Opera-
tions Manager Christopher 
Wheatley said. 
In addition to this past weekend's 
events, a benefit concert ~pon~ored 
by 106-VIC is being held March 30 
at 9 p.m. at Castaways. It will fea-
ture the hands Angry Salad, Nine 
Days and Johny Vegas. 
Admission is $5 for people 21 
and older and $7 for 20 or younger. 
Wheatley said he hopes with the 
addition of the concert funds the 
~tation meets its goal of $3,000. 
Desmond Tutu to come 
to Cornell University 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu of 
South Africa is this year's Bartels 
Fellow at Cornell University and 
will be giving a public lecture at the 
Statler Auditorium at the universi-
ty on April IO at 8 p.m. 
Family mourns 
Martin Rand 
BY KARA CONNERS 
"He was looking forward to en-
joying the years he had left, but 
God decided he wanted him up 
there with him," Craig Rand said 
of h1~ father. Profc~sor Martin 
Rand, p~ychology. 
The cider Rand. a faculty 
member of the college for 34 
years, died Tuesday evening of 
complication~ due to lung cancer. 
He was 65. 
Rand began Im career at Itha-
ca College in 1965. At that time, 
there was no psychology depart-
ment or major. 
He was in~trumcntal in devel-
oping the psychology m~jor, 
which today 1s one of the most 
popular maJors in the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. 
He introduced courses ~uch as 
Psychological Aspects of the 
Family, Psychology of Adjust-
ment, Abnormal Psychology and 
Family Therapy throughout his ex-
tensive career at the school. 
Rand was diagnosed with lung 
cancer over Winter Break and had 
COURTESY OF THE RAND FAMILY 
PROFESSOR MARTIN RAND, psychology, and his wife, Joella, in 
1990. Rand died of complications due to cancer Tuesday night. 
planned to retire at the end of the 
spring semester. He had been 
sending weekly e-mail messages to 
his family and loved ones, updat-
ing them on his treatments and 
progress. 
He sent out an e-mail Monday 
night expressing his excitement 
about the end of his treatment. In 
the e-mail, Rand showed optimism 
toward his recovery. 
"I plan on being around for the 
next 15 years to pester all of you. 
Love, Martin," the e-mail read. 
He had received his last 
chemotherapy treatment Monday. 
Rand's son said his father and 
the family were not prepared for 
his death. 
"My father really believed he 
had a long time." Craig Rand said. 
He ~aid his mother. Joella. 
took h1~ latlu:r'-; death harder 
than anyone 
"She', mad at tht: world." he 
,aid "Her !,!Odl wa~ 10 <..elc..:hralc 'iO 
year, of love. marriage and har-
rme-;~. They got to 4.'i I year,] and 
d1dn"t get to the next one·· 
In a reLent ?nt..:1\'ICW with T/11· 
//hacan. Martin Rand exrre~~cd 
how he wanted lo h..: thought orb) 
hi~ famil). fncnd~ and colil'ague~ 
after Im death. 
"In the long run. I hore I'm re-
membered." he ~aid 'Trn not re-
ligious. the only life after death 1~ 
how you·re remembered. I know 
that I have J...1d~ and grandkids who 
will rcmernb..:r me. l know that 
there arc a fair nurnhcr ohtudenh 
who will rcmcmhcr me. ·n1a1\ the 
hest I can a~k for." 
Calling hours will be held today 
from 7·30 to 10 r.m. at the Covert 
Funeral Home located on Mam 
Street in Ovid. A memorial service 
is set for Saturday at!0:30 a.m. m 
the Muller Chapel. 
Opinion Editor Aaron Mason 
contributed to tlus stof')'. Tutu's lecture is titled "Truth 
and Reconciliation: Toward a Just 
Society." Following the lecture, 
there will be time for questions 
from the audience. Census to count students as residents 
Tutu was awarded the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1984 for his contri-
bution to racial justice. 
Party departs election 
before campaign begins 
The unofficial party formed by 
sophomore Andrew Sachs to run 
for the Student Government Asso-
ciation Executive Board dropped 
out of the race Wednesday after-
noon, one hour before the cutoff for 
elections applications. 
According to one of the group's 
representative, sophomore Hillary 
Freeman, the party members de-
cided they did not feel the party as 
a whole was experienced enough to 
hold office at this time. 
Elections Committee officials 
said due to their review procedure, 
they will not be able to announce 
who is running in the April 12 elec-
tion until Monday. Applications 
were due at 5 p.m. Wednesday. 
The departure of the Sachs' par-
ty leaves junior Daniel Tillapaugh 
as the only student who has pub-
licly announced intentions to run 
for student body president for the 
2000-01 school year. 
Forms to be rele0$ed 
on campus next week 
BY JULIE COCHRAN 
Staff Writer 
Mom can't do your laundry 
anymore and she can't fill out your 
census fonn either. 
Ithaca College students who 
live in the area need to be count-
ed as Tompkins County residents 
in the U.S. Census since they live 
here most of the year. 
'The number one thing students 
need to be aware of is that they are 
not counted al 
Our View, 10 their parents' 
----- - -- home," said 
Tom Mank, a member of che Stu-
dent Outreach Subcommittee for 
the Tompkins County Census 
2000. 
By law, every household in the 
United States is required to fill out 
a census form. The U.S. Census 
Bureau takes a census man attempt 
to count the country's population. 
The collected information is 
used to allot federal and state fund-
Ea,s"t Mi.de 
Hies-ta, -..:ra,:r.. ~ 
" ... the most exciting menu!" 
Italian Greek and Homemade 5peciab., Fresh Seafood 
" ... a -top choice reat;a.u:ra:n-t . .. •• 
l!haca Journal Rcstauranl Review. Jan 6, :woo 
Only on Sundavs 8 am ~1 Pm 
Full Breakfast Menu 
lncludmg the famous "louk, "small dough halls. ,ort msidc and 
cnsp} on the outside, made "'th hght nuffy b,1llcr. deep fned to a 
golden br0\'1.11, scf"\ed hol and topped \.\.llh honcysyrup. v .. ,1J11u1,; and 
c1111larnoii1 rf 
. ' . .Liwtb llinnu 
~}on. S.11 11, a .. m · -I P/11 ~ "-kn \;i1 4 · ~'.'pm 
• J 11H U11.;kl.1'1 "1tnu K J m · 2 pm 011111.,.r ~ow, - \pm -
E111 lldl rlau 
rnaJor crrdil cards accr:pltd 
Rnrrvatioas (607) 256-JOOO 
ing as well as private grant and 
economic development funds. 
Students who live off campus 
should have already received 
their forms in the mail. Only one 
form per off-campus residence is 
required. 
The form may be mailed back 
to the U.S. Census Bureau or com-
pleted online. Fonns mailed to off-
campus addresses have a code that 
enables residents to complete the 
census at www.2000.census.gov. 
Students who live on campus 
can neither mail their form nor 
complete it online. College resi-
dence halls are considered group 
quarters and must follow a differ-
ent process, Public lnfonnation Di-
rector Dave Maley said. 
Census forms will be distributed 
to on-campus students through 
campus mail around April 4 or 5, 
he said. Each student will receive 
his or her own form, which must 
be completed individually. 
Timing is important to students 
when it comes to filling out forms 
like the census. 
Students already have enough 
paperwork to fill out this time of 
year between making their sched-
ules and applying for financial aid 
applications, sophomore Dana 
Hines said. 
"If it came up the week before 
finals then I wouldn't have time to 
or do it," Hines said. 
April 11 to 12, people from the 
U.S. Census Bureau will be sta-
tioned at eight to JO locations near 
residence halls on campus to col-
lect the forms. Census officials will 
check each person's name on a list 
to make sure everyone turns one in, 
he said. 
The college will follow up with 
individual students who do not re-
turn their forms before the end of 
April, Maley said. 
The college is working with the 
U.S. Census Bureau to establish a 
questionnaire center in the Campus 
Center April 6, 7, 10 and 11 that will 
he open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. to answer 
questions about the form. 
The form contains questions re-
garding age, sex and date and place 
of birth, as well as about labor and 
housing. One of every six people 
will receive a "long" form, which 
asks more questions, Mank said. 
"It's really easy to do, and it i~ 
required by law," Mank said. 
'The short fonn takes only ahout 
live minutes to complete." 
The long fonn may take more 
time, but it is very important as 
well, Maley said. 
"The questions help the gov-
ernment assess what Americans arc 
like," he said. "Demographics 
statistics mainly come from cen-
sus forms, which arc very valuable 
in helping researchers, especially 
on college campuses. It ha<, specific 
value to college students." 
Census 2000 
To find more information 
about the census: 
• Visit www.census.gov 
• Call 1-800-471-9424 
To volunteer al the student 
questionnaire center in the 
Campus Center, contact 
Dave Maley at 274-1440. 
SRIEIIIIS: BIG 
AL'S Monday-Thursday: Friday and Saturday: 
Sunday: 
6 a.m. to midnight 
6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
8 a.m. to midnight 
fl& DEUIEIY: 
Monday-Thursday: 
Friday: 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 
11 a.m. to midnight 
11 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
noon to 1 a.m. 
noon to midnight 
HELP WANTED-DRIVERS NEEDED 
Clip and Save $10-12/hour 
PIZZA 
272-3448 
1103 Danby Road 
large Cheese 
You must mention ad when ordering and present rt upon purchase' 
Tax included Expires Apr. 5, 2000 Not valid wrth any other offer 
L---------------------~~--~--~-----~---J 
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Endowment return rate plummets 
Treasurer says 
colleges swcks 
performed poorly 
BY KATE HILTS 
Special Projects Manager 
At the end of the college's 1997 
fiscal year the endowment portfolio 
return dropped from more than $25 
million to $1.5 million. 
The college's 5.6 percent en-
dowment return rate was signifi-
cantly lower than the national col-
lege and university return rate av-
erage of 11.1 percent, reported by 
the National Association of College 
and University Business Officers. 
Ithaca College's three-year average 
return is about 13 percent. 
Even though the college had a 
poor return rate, Carl Sgrccci, vice 
president and trea<;urer, said he is 
not concerned about the long-
range implications of the one-year 
drop. 
"The reason for [ the low return] 
was because we did not have 
enough exposure into the growth, 
and specifically within the growth 
sector there has been more activi-
ty in the high technology and 
telecommunications aspects," 
Sgrccci said. "Unfortunately we 
were underrepresented there." 
Growth stocks arc stocks in cor-
porations whose products arc al-
ways used or needed by the public. 
These stocks would be in compa-
nies such as Gillette or Coca-Cola 
This type of stock is conservalivc 
and is not high-risk stock. 
In terms of market value, the 
college gained $2.2 million (a 2 per-
cent increase) from 1998 to 1999, 
according to NACUBO. As of 
June 30, 1999, the endowment 
was valued at $ I 70 million. 
Sgrccci said the lower endow-
ment rate wa<; only one of the fac-
tors contributing to the college's low 
market value tabulated by 
NACUBO. He said the NACUBO 
market-value percentages subtract 
the amount of money given to de-
partments for expenditure.'>, and take 
into account fund-raising and gift 
money given to the college. 
Because of the lack oflargc gift<;, 
the college's fund-raised money did 
not push up the NACUBO market-
value percentage. 
NACUBO surveyed 503 col-
leges and universities lo find out 
what market value changes the in-
stitutions had for the 1999 fiscal 
year; Ithaca College placed 192. 
Why return rates are low 
The college normally aims for 
al least a IO percent return rate for 
its endowments each year. This year 
was not a good year for the en-
dowment portfolio return, Sgrccci 
said. 
He said the decrease in the col-
lege's endowment return was due to: 
• the type of stocks in which the 
college invested, 
• a fund manager, holding much 
of the portfolio, who did poorly, 
• the lack of fund raising. 
"We arc fairly conservative and 
we have a fairly large portion of our 
portfolio in what we call value or 
smokestack-type stock," Sgrccci 
said. 
lnc college invests about 55 per-
cent of its portfolio in value stocks. 
He said high-risk stocks, such as dot-
com companies, did well this year. 
"Not only have the technology 
,tocks outperfonned dramatically, 
the value stocks have underper-
lormcd dramatically," he said. "We 
arc undcrwcighed in what has done 
well, and ovcrwcighed in what h:ls 
done poorly. That is why we ended 
What makes up the endowment return rate? 
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The investment amount shown represents the money earned from the endowment portfolio return rate alone. The gift amount shows 
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graph. The amount of money returned on the investments for one year plus the amount of money received in gifts for that year are 
added together. This amount of money is then used to provide funding to academic departments. The remainder of the money is then 
put into the portfolio to start the next fiscal year. 
up with the 5.6 return. For the three-
year period we ended up with a rate 
of 13.8 percent." 
1be college normally looks at a 
long-term investment perspective 
to track returns, Sgrccci said. 
"I am not happy about a year that 
docs not do well, but the 
last year really hurt us; 
overall investment per-
formance was not where 
we wanted it to be," 
Sgrccci said. 
said colleges were anticipating a 
lower return because the past I 0 
years have been much higher. 
Goldstein said the drop in return 
rates will not be felt by colleges right 
away. He said the rate would havr 
to continue to be poor and the change 
would be gradual. 
"If return rates drop 
and this continues for a 
period of time, schools 
will need to cut back on 
the level of support pro-
vided from endow-
ments," Goldstein said. 
'The impact should be 
felt on a gradual basis." 
Although last year 
did not reach the 10 per-
cent goal, the college 
was still able to offer aca-
demic department<; 
spending money. Each 
year department,; arc al-
SGRECCI 
Sgrccci said the col-
lege provides a long-
term perspective that al-
lows it to predict and adjust the per-
centage available to departments. 
lowed between 4 and 6 percent of the 
money made from the return, 
Sgrccci said. 
"We develop a dividend on the 
basis of a three-year average, and we 
have the latitude to spend the aver-
age and we have a leeway in ad-
justing that 4 to 6 percent to make it 
even out," he said. 
Sgrccci said the college would 
still be able to continue to provide 
this amount and possibly increase it, 
even if the next quarter is bad. 
"We will still be able to give the 
departments use of this money, pri-
marily for financial aid of their pro-
gr.lJTls, at least a nice increment like 
what they had this year," he said. 
Lany Goldstein, NACUBO's se-
nior vice president and treasurer, 
Sgrecci said that money re-
ceived from gifts in the mid- I 990s, 
such a,; the Pendleton bequest and 
the Park Foundation money, helped 
keep up the market value. This year, 
however, there were no such gifts 
and the return rate was lower. 
"Our efforts in fund raising for 
this year were in finishing up the 
Whalen Center, so we were raising 
money not for endowment, but we 
were raising money for other pur-
poses," he said. "I think we will get 
back on the track of looking for mon-
ey in the endowment in the future." 
Shelley S. Semmler, vice presi-
dent of institutional advancement, 
said earning gift money and cam-
SOURCE: Ithaca College Office of the Treasurer 
paign money that would go into the 
endowment fund is a long-term goal 
that is now being examined. 
Semmler said developing major 
gifts takes time. The college has to 
make connections, work with people 
and develop a goal that matches the 
college's plans and pri-
orities. 
"In terms of a com-
prehensive plan for the 
institution and trying to 
get some major gifts, we 
need to have a pretty 
solid path laid out for 
where we arc going, 
because to obtain that 
kind of financial sup-
their ability before being ques-
tioned or fired, Sgrecci said. 
"We try to have a long-term per-
spective," he said. 
Another factor in this year's re-
turn rate was the manager of the val-
ue stock, who did not do well. The 
college docs not invest in 
high-risk stock, which 
were high-return stocks 
this year. Sgrecci said 
this was not the manager's 
fault. However, the man-
ager of the value stock did 
even worse than other 
value-stock managers. 
port, you really need to 
identify more than fi-
nancial need," Semmler said. 
SEMMLER 
Since this manager 
has had poor periods in 
the past and recovered, the 
college and the board of 
The college's endowed gift plan 
will develop along with the institu-
tion's planning and priorities. That 
way the institutional advancement of-
fice can plan the most appropriate 
type of fund raising. 
Effects on colleges 
Since the return rates have 
been higher than the past, colleges 
and universities may have more 
pressure to get those rates every 
year, The Chronicle for Higher Ed-
ucation reported. 
These expectations could put 
pressure on investment managers to 
keep returning the higher rates. 
At Ithaca College, managers arc 
given five years or more to prove 
trustees has given it more time to 
recover. He said, however, that the 
manager has been doing poorly now 
for the past few years, which calls 
for re-examining by the trustees to 
sec if a new manager should be 
hired. · 
"We have been with the firm that 
is underpcrforming for 16 years, and 
we know that they have periods like 
this," he said. "If it had been a new 
firm the college would be behaving 
differently. They [managers] will be 
coming up to our May meeting. 
"This is not a routine visit, but 
at the same time, because they have 
been doing so poorly, they arc prob-
ably on their knees praying, hoping 
something happens between now 
and then." 
What is an endowment and how does it work? 
• An endowment is a gift made to the college that provides for a permanent source of income to the institution. Ithaca College's endowment 
began in the 1950s. The endowment, as of June 30, 1999, was valued at 170 million. 
• The purpose of the endowment is to generate income for a specified purpose, such as department and program-spending. In order to 
maintain the value of the investments, enough money has to be generated in the long run to keep giving money to academic departments. 
At Ithaca College the investment returns, unless they are poor for several years, do not affect operating costs. 
• The E:ndowed _gift ma~ to _the i~oo is invested in stocks through the colleges investment portfolio. The college creates an investment 
pool with the pnmary objective of being able to get a good rate of return on the long-term investment. 
• The college does this by diversifying the types of stocks and managers that control the investments. The funds then operate like a mutual 
fund. 
• Each endowment owns a certain number of shares in the investment pool and the value of the shares will go up if the pool does well. This 
is not any different than following a stock, except a pool of investments are followed. If the whole fund does well, each unit does well. The 
overall oo;ective is to get a return rate of 10 to 11 percent. 
SOURCE: ~ca College Office of the Treasurer 
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. . Pfdris fnove ahead ALUMNUS COMES BACK AS FELLOW 
Sessions to focus on institutional strategy 
BY ELLEN STAPLETON 
Staff Writer ____________ _ 
The Planning and Priorities Committee will 
take the next step toward completing the Itha-
ca College Institutional Plan by holding a se-
ries of open sessions today through April 6. 
The nine sessions will focus on devel-
oping implementation strategics and key 
performance indicators for one of the 
plan's priorities. 
Michael McGrcevey, executive ,L~sistant to 
the president, said the open sessions will al-
low the campus community to receive an up-
date on the progress of the plan and to offer 
input for the next planning pha~c. Feedback 
about the priorities can also be sent via e-mail 
to McGrccvey at mmgreevey@ithaca.edu. 
The implementation strategics will outline 
how to achieve each goal, while the key per-
formance indicators will set assessment 
measures for determining whether the goals 
arc being achieved, said Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs Jim Malek, 
who chairs the committee. 
McGreevcy said the strategies and indica-
tors will allow the committee to bring the plan 
to a practical level of implementation. He also 
said they will provide clarity for the different 
departments who will be working on the goals. 
"We arc hoping that everyone uses this 
opportunity to give their input and contin-
ue to be part of the process, because that 
is what is going to make this successful," 
McGrcevcy said. 
Each priority has been assigned an appro-
priate vice president or dean to oversee the 
process. Each priority's task group will serve 
as a resource for the vice president or dean. 
'The vice presidents can use whatever they 
feel is most appropriate as a means for devel-
oping implementation strategies, whether 
that is forming committees or having focus 
groups," Malek said. 
Tom Salm, vice president of business, is 
overseeing three priorities. 
"I plan to work with a variety of people 
around campus ... in terms of making sure 
any suggestions get recorded and get 
passed out to the people who will be delib-
erating on trying to come up with the im-
plementation strategics," he said. 
Malek said the deadline for gathering of 
implementation strategies and key perfor-
mance indicators is June 14. He said the fi-
nal version of the institutional plan will be 
completed by the end of the summer. 
Upcoming meetings 
• Academic Program Development -
March 30, Emerson Suite A 
• Facilities - March 30, Emerson 
Suite B 
• Quality of Work Life - March 30, 
Emerson Suite C 
• Diversity - April 4, Clark Lounge, 
Egbert Hall 
• Resource Development - April 4, 
South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall 
• Enrollment - April 4, North Meet-
ing Room, Egbert Hall 
• Experiential and Performance-
Based Leaming - April 6, North 
Meeting Room, Egbert Hall 
• Technology-April 6, Textor 102 
• Quality of Student Life - April 6, 
Textor 103 
These open sessions will be held 
from 4-6 p.m. on the above dates. 
I 
- Steve Madden 
--
LILLIE JONES/THE ITHACAN 
VISITING MULTICULTURAL FELLOW Viett Gragg '89 helped students confront 
their fears through group discussions at a speech March 23. Gragg, a promot-
er, performer and entrepreneur, Is currently promoting singer Tony Bennett. 
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Search committee 
not yet established 
Cor,tlnued from page 1 
sored by the sisters." 
CND was founded in 1851 by 
the Sisters of Notre Dame de Na-
mur in San Jose and moved to Bel-
mont in 1923. 
President Peggy Williams said 
she supports Oblak's decision. 
"This is a wonderful opportunity 
for Jack, and I wish him well as he 
takes on this new challenge," she 
said. "During his more than two 
decades of service to IC and the 
Ithaca area, he has demonstrated 
both leadership ability and abiding 
concern for improving the quality 
of life in the community." 
Student Body President Nick 
Tarant also commended Oblak's 
service to the college. 
"Jack has served us in many ca-
pacities for many years and has 
been a valuable resource to the 
[SGA]," Tarant said. 
Associate Professor and Chair-
man Paul McBride, history, said his 
working relationship with Oblak 
has been good. 
"I have had a good deal of suc-
cess working with him on areas of 
mutual concern, and there have 
been times when I have been on the 
opposite ends of an issue with Jack 
Oblak, but there has never even 
been a hint that our disagreements 
on policy issues have had any kind 
of personal repercussions," 
McBride said. "He has been a good 
administrator to work with." 
McBride speculated on what he 
thought the search for someone to fill 
Oblak's position would be like. 
"We're going lo have to have a 
national search and there will prob-
ably be someone on an interim ba-
sis lo fill the job," he said. "I think 
that it will be quite a pleasant task 
to have someone move into the vice 
president of student affairs and 
continue the work Jack has done." 
Public Infonnation Director 
Dave Maley said the college has not 
yet fonned a search committee or 
made any sort of decision regarding 
filling the job on an interim basis. 
Policies not finalized 
for last day of classes 
Continued from page 1 
The students in the class ex-
pressed mixed views in response to 
Tarant's explanation. 
"I feel that [the moving of Foun-
tain Day is] a big letdown because 
we are the millennium graduates," 
senior Scott Kelley said. "Just 
imagine if the country didn't cele-
brate New Year's on that day." 
Kelley added that Fountain 
Day had served as motivation for 
upcoming graduates. 
"All I could say every year is 
that I can't wait to be a senior, but 
now I don't even want to be here 
for graduation," he said. 
Day to the next week would pro-
hibit a 1,300-person pany while the 
rest of the campus is around. 
"The event was fine," he said. 
"[But] the college can't band le what 
was going on around campus." 
"Hopefully. it will be a more 
controlled event," said senior 
Alex Walton, Senior Class vice 
president and Fountain Day Com-
mittee member "But generally, 
the basic point is that it will he safer 
because there will be less people." 
He added that the Dillingham 
Fountain will probably be drained 
and DWI checks may be in place 
on the last day of classes. 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
AT A CELEBRATION OF SERVICE activity Friday, freshman Mike Merrill traces a design from a 
projector at South Hill Elementary School. The Celebration of Service opened with an lthacappella 
concert March 23. The annual service day began with President Peggy Williams' March 1998 lnau-
guration. This year's event was expanded Into a celebration, Including more than 60 events, such 
as book, clothing and food drives as well as events aimed at cleaning up South HIii. 
Senior Rebecca Burton said 
she respected Tarant's decision 
but wanted to know how the col-
lege is going to implement 
changes to the last day of classes. 
"The party is going to happen 
whether it's labeled Fountain Day 
or not," she said. -
Tarant said moving Fountain 
The Fountain Day Committee 
has been meeting weekly to review 
how they will respond if activities 
occur on the last day of classes. 
No final decisions have been 
made yet, but John B. Oblak, vice 
president of student affairs and 
campus life, predicted the com-
mittee will make its final recom-
mendations public in two weeks. 
Pinsky celebrates the spoken word tradition of American poetry 
Continued from page 1 
Sharing poetry through the human voice 
also helps to bring communnies together, Pin-
sky said. 
"Poetry makes us remember," he said. "It 
makes us feel together, listen with respect. 
When we say a poem we are saying, 'I have 
a treasure, and I'm going to show it to you 
in my breath.'" 
One of the purposes of the project is to 
chronicle the vocal traditions Pinsky said are 
ahve in the spoken word of America. The sto-
rie~ and traditions that enrich our country are 
1.:amed on through generations interacting 
wllh one another through words. 
"Americans arc not one 'folk,"' Pinsky said 
m a voice resonant with consonant'> and smooth 
on vowels. "There's a Korean-American 
grandmother, an African-American grand-
mother, an Italian-American grandmother ... 
they all have different songs and riddles and 
jokes, but they will all tell the same message." 
The Favorite Poem Project has also ex-
tended to the Internet at www.favorite 
poem.erg. The site has marked more than 
I 0,000 visitors since its creation, and although 
Pinsky's main focus is the sound of poetry, 
he said he supports anything that gets peo-
ple to look into the craft. 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
U.S. POET LAUREATE ROBERT PINSKY (right) signs copies of his book's for freshman 
Lesley Bannister after his Monday presentation. Pinsky has published nine books. 
The nationwide expanse of this project and 
its Web site are evidence of what Pinsky 
called a trend in recent years of the increased 
popularity of poetry. Pinsky cited a recent 
USA Today article, which centered on the 
most frequently entered key words in the Ly-
cos search engine. Among "Pokemon," 
which was the most typically typed word and 
"Star wars," ranlc.ed 14th, was the eighth most 
popular search term, "poetry." 
1be growing importance of poetry is also 
evident through increased poetry book sales, 
Pinsky said. It is a reinforcement of our cul-
ture's need for arts. He said there is an "infi-
nite human appetite for the arts," that we sa-
tiate through television, radio, movies, and 
even through the placement of posters on our 
walls. This natural need for art, he said, has 
to be continued for future generations. 
Dean Howard Erlich of the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences said the series is meant 
to highlight the programs in the school and 
to justify the need for the study of the arts 
in an increasingly money-centered society. 
"[Pinsky] represents an art which is fun-
damental to the humanities. He is the primary 
. spokesperson for his craft," Erlich said. In ad-
dition, he said the department chairs for the 
School of Humanities and Sciences felt Pin-
sky would be an ideal presenter in this se-
ries because he might be well-known 
among students for his monthly readings on 
the News Hour with Jim Lehrer, and for his 
"Favorite Poetry Project." 
Senior Jordan Ehrlich said he attended the 
presentation to learn about Pinsky' and his work. 
"{Pinsky] reaffirmed what I believed in; that 
poetry is a vehicle for thought." Ehrlich said. 
"That's what poetry is in mind ar. ' '•:idy. 
I thought his ideas were good, allhouE .11 think 
the content of the poem and the m~ge be-
hind it is just as important as how it's said." 
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Whistles promote safety on campus 
BY CARLA KUCINSKI 
Staff Writer 
With the recently reponcd 
assaults that have allegedly taken 
place on campus, students arc 
concerned for their safety. Loud and 
Clear, a new student run organiza-
tion, has created a way to make stu-
dents feel safer. With the assistance 
of Campus Safety and the Student 
Auxiliary Safety Patrol, Loud and 
Clear has decided to distribute 
safety whistles to students to ensure 
their safety. 
The Loud and Clear program 
originated from an Introduction to 
Women's Studies class last semester 
taught by Associate Professor Diane 
McPherson, writing, and coordina-
tor of women's studies program. 
As a result of these discussions, 
the class thought the distribution of 
safety whistles would be a good 
idea to increase safety. 
McPherson said several ~tudents 
knew of other campuses where 
safety whistle project,; existed, but in 
order for the class to initiate the pro-
gram, they needed to go through a 
five-month long process. 
First, Student Government As-
sociation had to approve the club 
and then the coordinators had to 
meet with President Peggy 
Williams and Provost Jim Malek to 
request funding, McPherson said. 
The procedure was then turned over 
to Campus Safety and SASP who 
provided Loud and Clear with the 
funds for the whistles through the 
Office of Student Affairs and 
Campus Life. Student coordinator of the pro-
gram junior Cara Treanor said the 
idea arose after an assault report in 
October, which allegedly occurred 
in parking lot "L." The West Tower 
resident reported being grabbed by 
a male, taken to a wooded area and 
forced to drink beer and take an 
unidentified pill. The female victim 
suffered minor injuries. The class dis-
cussed how angry they were about 
the alleged assault, Treanor said. 
Campus Safety was thinking of 
a program that was similar to 
Loud ancJ Clear's, Campus Safety 
Director Robert A. Holt said. He 
said Campus Safety was going to 
link the safety whistles with SASP 
escorts, who would give whistles to 
students who called for escorts. 
With the help of Loud and Clear, the 
program came into existence. 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
A STUDENT DISPLAYS a new safety whistle, which has the Campus Safety phone number on it. The 
whistle can be worn around the wrist and should only be used for safety precautions. 
"We talked about how you are not 
able to scream in certain situa-
tions," she said. "We thought it would 
be nice if everyone on campus had 
something that could be a symbol and 
also something you could use." 
McPherson said most assaults 
occur when people think they're not 
going to get caught and no one is 
going to make noise. The attackers 
think people are not going to 
scream and nobody is going to hear 
them if they do, she said. 
"We increased the size of the 
team and came up with some 
ideas to make the program work," 
Holt said. 
Campus Safety has already or-
dered 1,000 whistles. The whistles 
were designed to be worn on the 
wrist, like a bracelet. They are made 
of blue plastic and Campus Safety's 
phone number is printed on them. 
Holt said the whistles will be con-
venient for students to wear to the 
bathroom, even for use in the 
shower. He said that he hopes the 
campaign will raise awareness. 
"It will make people consider 
their own safety and avoid situa-
tions that may be an effect to their 
safety," he said. 
The whistles are free and will be 
distributed in the Campus Center 
Thursday through Tuesday from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. They will also be dis-
tributed at freshman orientation. 
Upon receiving the whistle, students 
will be asked to sign a waiver form 
stating that they will only use the 
it as a safety precaution. 
Any student who uses the whis-
tle for any other purpose will face 
disciplinary action. McPherson 
~ ~ FILMS Presents ... 
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All Shows in Textor 102 
said that the college cannot just hand 
out a whistle assuming that everyone 
will use it for its intended purpose. 
Treanor said Loud and Clear 
wants both men and women to use 
the whistles. The coordinators 
said they hope the campaign will 
prove that people cannot get away 
with committing assaults. 
"If the people who think of do-
ing this on campus know that 
there is a campaign that is going to 
make a lot of noise, then there is less 
of a chance they will get away with 
it without getting caught," 
McPherson said. 
Students think this program 
will .raise awareness. 
"I think it's a great idea," fresh-
man Anne Letscher said. "Espe-
cially since it seems more incidents 
have occurred and more attacks 
have been reported." 
Freshman Danielle Massiello al-
ready has her own whistle, but she 
said that she would wear another one. 
"I would absolutely wear one," 
she said. "Me and just about every-
one on this floor would wear one." 
If anyone interested in joining 
Loud and Clear or would like to be 
involved in the safety whistle 
campaign, contact the coordinators 
or McPherson at 274-3031. 
March 28 - April 1 
Box Office Opens March 20. 
Box Office Phone: 
274-3224 
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Park senior ready for th.e,1worltfor~e 
Communications student praises Ad Lab experience 
BY CARRIE COCHRAN 
Senior Writer 
t1vities in which she has been in-
volved, especially her most recent 
extracurricular experience, Ad 
As May approaches, bringing Lab, as being important to her ed-
graduation closer and closer for the ucation. 
Class of 2000, many seniors arc be- "I've dabbled in all different 
ginning to plan their futures. things," Morley said. "I really have 
With these plans often comes the wide interests, and I was never ready 
nerve-racking realization to focus on something un-
that It IS time to Step OUt s nz• ti) this semester With 
into the "real world" e Or Ad Lab." 
and begin a career. -- ,· ·,\ ·f , .r , Th r o u g h 
'/'i,,il, . h Senior Erin ,i · l \ , ~ y t working wit 
Morley, howev- ~· i \ · J 1 _; \ Ji. Ad Lab, a ~~r 1:c~:;td~;.: \:;,DZL.n.:. ___ t __ ,,. r;.0~,~.,~ ~~:~:g~rre~~~ 
prepared her to al Park School 
enter the work- that is respon-
force. Roy H. Park School of sible for pro-
An active stu- Communications ducing com-
dent in the Roy plete advertis-
H. Park School of Communications, mg campaigns for clients, Morley 
Morley has participated in a num- has not only gained experience that 
ber of activities, which in addition will complement her future career, 
to her academic requirements, she but has gamed significant insight 
feels have readied her for life after from those working with her on the 
Ithaca College. . proJect. 
As a telecommunications man- Morley described the Ad Lab 
agcment major, Morley said she ha<; experience as being one of the best 
been able to integrate a lot of busi- she has had within the Park 
ncss courses into a communications School and holds her co-workers in 
background. high regard, just as they do her. 
"[ Telecommunications Man- "There's a variety of talent that 
agcmcnt] is ltke TV-R with a lot I've seen come together, and how 
more requirements, more business hard people arc willing to work," 
requirements," Morley said. "I Morley reflected. "I can definitely 
think [the major] is pretty broad. It see that so many people are going 
gives you a pretty broad base as far to be able to go out and do well in 
as communications." the work world." 
In addition to her course work, Senior Mike Lee, a corporate 
Morley also cited the variety of ac- communication major, who works 
alongside Morley on the Ad Lab 
team, returned Morley's compli-
ment, by praising her skill and qual-
ity of work. 
"I saw her working in the cre-
ative department [of Ad Lab]," Lee 
said. "I was like, 'wow,' she's a 
pretty good worker." 
As Morley looks toward her fu-
ture career she said she will take 
with her much of the experience af-
forded by her involvement in Ad 
Lab. 
Morley's job search is pointing 
her toward marketing-related jobs 
in the burgeoning technological 
field. Morley is considering enter-
ing into a venture with two other 
Ithaca College students to begin an 
Internet-startup company focused 
on the entertainment industry. 
Senior Nikki Hubbard, a TV-R 
major and another Ad Lab team 
member, said Morley's ambitions 
have definitely put her future 
plans within her reach. 
"She's really kind of an entre-
preneur type," Hubbard said. 
"She's definitely the type of person 
who would venture out on her own 
and try to start her own business -
start from the bottom up. I can't see 
her going into a huge group of peo-
ple, and accepting that, and being 
another one of the faces." 
As Morley prepares for gradu-
ation and contemplates experi-
ences she has had here, she is se-
cure in the fact that she has a gained 
a good background at the Park 
School. 
:' 
LIWE JONES/ THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR ERIN MORLEY. ls considering Joining an Internet startup 
venture with two other Hhaca College students following graduation. 
''. 
Come See Everyone't; Favorite Trio ... 
Bell 
' f 
F.olds 
/ 
With Speclal Guest 
Five 
-
• > 
--~ . :·ri;;~ 
Presented by the. Ithaca College Bureau of Concerts 
/ Co-Sponsored by the 
,Student Activities Board 
Sunday, April 16, 7:30 p.m. 
Ben Light Gymnasium 
$10 w/lC ID, $12 without 
Tickets on sale Now w/lC ID at the 
Check Cashing Window 
Also Available at Rebop, Soundsfine, and 
Ticketmaster starting March 28 
. , . - . 
-- -J..~ ·,~. 
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Select Campus Safety Log Incidents March14-21,2000 
March 14 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower, sixth floor bathroom 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for 
intoxicated person who was sick in 
bathroom. Transported to the Health 
Center. One referred judicially for violation 
of alcohol policy. Patrol Officer Kevin 
Cowen. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Caller reported receiving 
harassing messages on computer 
regarding stolen property that had been 
previously reported. 
Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Solicitation 
Location: Terrace 11 
Summary: Caller reported that four 
nonstudents were distributing flyers for an 
off-campus party. Nonstudents were 
criminal trespass waivered from campus. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
March 15 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Caller reported receiving a 
harassing phone call. Report taken. Patrol 
Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Assist other department 
Location: Job administration, third floor 
Summary: Skylight fell from ceiling, causing 
accidental property damage. Physical Plant 
notified. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by activated 
I 
Retum trip must be on the 
fallowing Sunday, Monday 
or Tuesday far Special Fsrel 
Easy Daily Connections to 
JFK • LaGuardia 
Newark 
smoke detector on ground floor east. 
Activation possibly due to dust. Panel 
reset. Life Safety Inspector Ronald Clark. 
March 16 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Towers Concourse, north side of 
building. 
Summary: Officer observed a male 
throwing a chair from the north side of the 
concourse into H-lot. Subject disappeared 
into the building. Area checked and unable 
to locate. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 25 
Summary: Students found to be in 
possession of college property. Property 
was removed from residence and students 
were referred judicially for unauthorized 
possession of college property. Report 
taken. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by activated 
smoke detector. Officers reported heavy 
smoke condition caused by plastic action 
figure being burned in microwave. One 
student to be referred judicially for personal 
respect and safety. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported student being 
harassed by a family member. Report 
taken. Patrol Officer ft Dirk Hightchew. 
• Larceny- $50-$199 
Location: A-lot 
Summary: Caller reported decorative 
wheel cover stolen from spare tire on · 
vehicle. Theft occurred sometime other 
night. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Report of an odor of marijuana 
coming from a residence hall room. Fwe 
students to be referred judicially for 
possession of marijuana. Report taken. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
March20 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Damage done to screen in 
fourth floor lounge sometime on Marcil 19. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• L.arceny-$50-$199 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Wallet containing cash stolen. 
Wallet turned in to Campus Safety without 
cash. Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
March21 
• Parking problem 
Location:R-lot,upper 
Summary: Vehicle that was parked illegally 
had invalid parking hang tag. It was 
discovered the vehicle operator just 
bought car from staff member. Permit 
confiscated. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location:J-lot,upper 
Summary: Caller reported a male subject 
spraying something, possi>ly a fire 
extinguisher, all over cars in the lot 
Subject gone on officers' arrival. 28 
vehicles affected. Report taken. Patrol 
Officer Bruck Holmstock. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Alumni Hall 
Stsnmary: Caler reported a staff member 
was semiconscious after taking a 
medication. Upon officer's arrival, 
ambulance was requested for transport to 
CMC Emergency Room. Report Taken. 
Sgt. Steve Yaple. 
•MVA 
Location: Al other, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Summary: Student reported a property 
damage accident with a college vehicle. 
Sgt. Tom Oum. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported suspicious odor 
coming from a student room. Three 
students to be refened judicially for 
possession of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
To view the complete campus Safety 
Log, log on to m.lthaca.edullthac:an. 
Key 
ABC-Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
ICCS- Ithaca College Campus Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA- resident assistant 
TCSO-Tompkins County Sheriffs 
Department 
V&T-vehicle and traffic violation 
This Inn Is set on 70 acres or picturesque rolllng 
hllls near cayuga Lake. Each of the Inn's 35 rooms 
Is reminiscent of the dellghtrul countr, hOtels of 
Europe and has a subtle ambiance that results 
frOm the perfect blend of old-wor1d charm and 
comtemporary comfort. Equally Ideal for bUslneSis 
or pleasure traveters, the Inn can accomodate 125 
banquet guests. It also offers two romantic Tower 
rooms. 
La Tourelle Country Inn 
1150 DanbV Road • Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607) 273-2734 
Looking for ~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!~ • ..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!B--.-
$.~!!.!!~ a place to park? Do you have a strong opinion on the 
parking situation? 
)IMPRE.§ YCl.lR. 
PARENTS WITJt YOUR 
fXCElIBNT TAST£ IN 
RFSrt\UR+\NTS. MAKf 
R£sERVATIONS fOR: 
Hhaca Bus Terminal • 710 West State St. • 2n-8800 
t/1 Student Discounts 
t/1 Professional Bartendlng Training 
t/1 Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job 
t/1 Become a Talented, Socially 
Conscious Bartender 
t/1 National Restaurant Association 
Alcohol Awareness Program 
t/1 Grut P.-Hlme o, SUmmer Job 
UARN TO aARTaND 
INA waaKaNDI 
•rxislill 
CIIIINew, 
...... , 5114 
CLASSES BEGIN 
FRI. APRIL 14 - 6 p.m. 
THE STATLER HOTn 
111 EAST AVENUE 
1-800-U-CAN•MIX 
( www.universitybartending.com J 
Write a commentary 
for The Ithacan. 
Contact Opinion Editor 
Aaron Mason at 274-3208 
for more infonnation. 
~~~~• . -,\ 
,G~DUATIQN ~ 
~~-tltt:-~~-
~ Tl£R~ 
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The all-important count 
Where will you be living on April 1? 
If Ithaca is the answer, then make sure you mark 
it on your census form. 
April 1 - otherwise known as Census Day - is 
the key date for those confused by the residency 
requirements of the U.S. census. The rule is simple: 
If you're a student living on campus or off, Ithaca is 
your residence as defined by the Census Bureau. 
The "usual residence" principle used by the 
bureau is the guiding factor that students need to be 
aware of when filling out a census form or talking to 
a census monitor. This residence ts the place 
where you live and sleep most of the time; in other 
words, it's where you will be residing on April 1. 
Keep in mind that this may not be your voting or 
legal residence. In terms of the census, however, it 
is where you should be counted. 
Since it began 1790, the decennial census has 
been used to fulfill Article 1 , Section 2 of the 
Constitution, the basis for appropriating seats in the 
U.S. House of Representatives. Without an accurate 
count of the census, some states could lose seats. 
New York is one in question. 
The census also determines levels of funding. 
The data will help federal and state decision-makers 
plan which neighborhoods need new schools, 
hospitals, roads and other publicly financed services. 
The Census Bureau estimates at least $182 billion 
will be distributed each year based on the data 
derived from the information you provide them. 
There are many things riding on the accuracy of 
this data. When it comes to filling out your census 
form, do it, and do it correctly. 
Capitolize on Washington 
The official announcement of the Semester 
Program in Washington should be applauded for the 
endless possibilities it will provide students. 
The nation's capital is the hub of this country's 
democracy, where leaders make decisions affecting 
millions of Americans each day. The program adds an 
element to Ithaca College's off-campus opportunities, 
just as programs in Los Angeles, London, Singapore 
and a host of international cities do. 
Washington is also a place where students of all 
majors can learn. The program should not be . 
viewed as a politics-only opportunity, but rather as a 
great experience for anyone looking to get away 
from South Hill. An energetic program director, lvo 
Spalatin, visited campus last week to tell students 
about internship possibilities. No matter what your 
interests are, Spalatin has promised to fulfill them 
with a rewarding internship. 
The Washington program reminds us of the 
importance of the college's satellite campuses 
across the country and around the globe. The work 
of the offices of the provost and international 
programs to make these opportunities possible has 
made Ithaca a better college. By further developing 
these and other similar programs, maybe in the 
future all students will be able to study in a familiar 
or far-off land. 
Take advantage of these ex_periences now. This 
may be the only time when they are so readily 
available to you. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
/1•11ers to thl' l'llllor art- due by 5 pm till' Mondav before 
publication, a/Id should mc/ud,, flame, plume 11umber. major am/ 
year of graduation. 
Lelle rs must be ft:wer tha11 250 words and typewrillen. The 
Ithacan reserves the right to edit lellerl for len~rh, clamy and 
taste. The opmron editor will contact a[/ individuals who submit 
lellers. 
Opmions t'.tpressed 011 these pages do 110111ecessarily reflect 
those of faculty, staff and administratio/1. "Our View" reflects 
the editorial opinio/1 of The Ithacan. 
A smgle copv a/The Ithacan is available from an authorized 
distribution point lo any individual within Tompkim Count}•. 
Multiple copies and mail subscriptions are available from The 
Ithacan office. Please cal/ (607) 274-3208 for rates. 
A// Ithaca Co/Jege students, ·regardless of mqjor. are invited to 
10111 The Ithacan staff Interested students slwu(d contact an edi-
tor or manager listed 10 the left or visit The Ithacan office in Park 
Ha// Room 269. 
Mailing address: 269 Park Ha//, Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y., 
/4850-7258 
Telephone: (607) 274-3208 Fax: (607) 274-1565 
E-mail: 11hacan@11haca.edu 
World Wide Web: www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
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Letters 
Grading committee 
sets sights on study 
On behalf of the Grading Policies 
Committee, I write in response to your 
editorial and cartoon of March 16. We 
appreciate that you have given this matter 
attention, but we also wish to make sure 
there are no misunderstandings. 
You state correctly that grades have risen 
in recent years, not only at Ithaca College, 
but at colleges and universities across the 
country. You are also correct in stating that it 
is very difficult to explain why this is 
happening. Possible contributing factors arc 
numerous: Are students getting smarter, or at 
least better prepared for college? Are 
teachers getting better? Do grades vary 
according to course, group of students, 
and/or professor? The committee is asking 
these, and many other questions. -·· 
You end by saying there is no real need to 
fix anything. In response we would like to 
:.ay th~ following: I) The Grading Policies 
Committee has not been appointed to "fix" 
· anything, but rather to investigate the recent 
grade trends. As difficult as it is, we will 
attempt to detennine what may contribute to 
this phenomenon. While rising grades are a 
national trend, it is also true that a growing 
number of institutions nationwide arc 
looking into this matter and taking steps to 
address what they perceive as a probleµ,. 
While it is premature to call tf:i.is a "probl~m" 
at Ithaca College, some study 'is warranted. 
2) You think there is "no real need to fix" 
anyth;ng. Our task is to dctennine whether 
most people on campus, faculty and 
students, feel the same way. We intend to 
work closely with faculty and students, 
through meetings, focus groups, and 
surveys, to dctcnnine the campus 
community's position on this issue. If the 
majority seem to be content with things as 
they arc, then we will likely not pursue this 
matter any further. 3) Your cartoon implies 
that we have an agenda, which is to push 
grades downward. That is absolutely not 
trUl:. Our committee is not invested with any 
policy-making authority. We will simply 
listen to people, sec what other institutions 
are doing, then present our findings to the 
Faculty Council. 
Finally, I would like to say that we, as 
Ithaca College faculty, arc guardians of the 
integrity of an Ithaca College degree. This 
cnonnous, albeit rewarding, duty means 
that, among other things, we must ensure 
that grades reflect student knowledge and 
perfonnance. 
Through a responsible and democratic 
process, we will work hard to detcnnine 
whether most members of our campus 
community believe this challenge is being 
met. 
RICHARD RAINVILLE 
Chaimum. Grading PBlicies Committee 
Take an active role 
in cleaning the campus 
Last week's Celebration of Service was a 
wonderful expression of the many 
opportunities for Ithaca College to 
contribute to the community. Whether 
making posters for the residents of 
Longview, volunteering at a local 
community group or working on a clean-up 
project on South Hill, many members of the 
Ithaca College community demonstrated 
that service is not only important, bufalso 
fun and worthwhile. 
This Celebration of Service is supposed 
to reflect our year-long commitment to 
bettering the community,Lhrough service, 
but arc Ithaca College student~ truly 
dedicated to this? 
Let's take a look at South' Hill. Have you 
ever wondered why it needs cleaning up in 
the first place? I think it's safe to say that the 
vast majority of the litter {Qere.is from 
·tthtlc!l Coltege.students.'And'ii is even 
. worse on our own campus.'.-Just about 
evei-S,-whcre you look there is trash and 
cigarette butts scattered all over the ground. 
Many of us arc not only lacking in service 
but also in a sense of personal responsibility 
and respect for all those around us. 
Every Sunday on campus ICES' Green 
Team picks up trash from the ground and 
pulls recyclables from the Dumpsters. 
Please join us in ongoing s_ei:vicc by picking 
up litter, disposing of your trash properly, 
placing your recyclables in the bins and 
your garbage in the Dumpsters and by 
putting your cigarette butts in the a?htrays. 
By recognizing our responsi6ility as 
·individuals, we can contribute·immcnsely to 
the Ithaca College community as well as the 
larger community of Ithaca. 
SEAN VORMWALD '0'1 
Preside111, Ithaca College E11vironme11tal 
Society 
Celebration of Service 
was great experience 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the Celebration of Service Committee 
2000: Terry Beckley, Kristin Colongeli-
Hamill, Amy Dolan, Theresa Klinger, Mike 
Leary, Jayson Pope, Bill Scoones, Greg 
Victory, Jamie Vorhees and Mark Warflc. 
In my many years at Ithaca College, this 
group of people was the most unselfish, 
genuine, ego-free, productive and fun group I 
have ever been a part of. For anyone looking 
for a good morale boost, I highly recommend 
working on projects such as Celebration of 
Service with Ithaca College staff and 
students. 
CHRISTINE IACOBUCCI 
Member, Celebration of Service Committee 
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Going against the college status quo: 
Conservative beliefs in the minority 
Ithaca College is home to the most beautiful 
sunrises I have ever seen. Each morning starts 
with the sun appearing at the end of the valley 
and illuminating everything we can sec from 
our perch on South Hill. This is how I start 
every day, admiring this great sight -
peaceful and tranquil. Unfortunately, it's often 
the only perfect peace I get. 
Soon after the sun breaks I wonder how 
long it is until I run into someone who is a 
liberal and who is ready to tell me their cause. 
Someone who will call me a bigot, a racist, or 
claim that I'm out to starve children and 
murder old people. The previous claims may 
sound ridiculous, and 
I assure they arc 
profoundly untrue, 
but they've all been 
said of me and many 
conservatives. All of 
them said for the 
simple reason that 
I'm a conservative at 
a very liberal college. 
Tobe a 
<P"' 'Vi · Republican or 
.. van oons conservative at this 
Staff Writer college means to go 
against the politics 
and value systems of 
a great majority of the students and faculty. In 
fact, it is to do what liberalism was supposed to 
do. In talking to several students and 
professors, I've found that most believe it's 
best to take a liberal point of view while in 
college. That is, to question the status quo, to 
have the courage to be different, to find a cause 
and go with it. 
The conclusion seems to be, while in 
college, that's your time to be radical. That's 
your time to strike out on your own. However, 
it is my contention that this is not at all what is 
going on here at Ithaca or at colleges 
throughout the nation. 
Almost all college campuses around the 
nation are institutionally liberal. This college is 
TODD SUMLIN/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
GOV. GEORGE W. BUSH of Texas, the Republican candidate for the presidency, has used 
the term "compassionate conservatism" in an appeal to attract moderates to his cause. 
certainly no exception. However, the very actually the most challenging, rewarding and 
heart of liberalism, to be radical and to be enlightening approach to take. 
different, no longer holds true because of the Speaking from personal experience, it has 
fact that liberal points of view arc already the been the most fascinating time ofmy life. 
majority on many college campuses. In fact, to Defending my views against of others while 
accept liberalism and its philosophies is to taking the time and patience to listen to and 
accept the status quo. By doing so, faculty and explore their views. My friends and I respect 
fellow students will not challenge you. They each other's views. I encourage all to try to 
will remain weak and unexplored through take an opposing view to the status quo and to 
hours of intelligent debate and interaction with take the challenge of actually exploring, 
opposing points of view. defining and defending your political (and 
This is, of course, the easy way to approach likely your life) philosophy.As Robert Frost 
things. To simply ascribe to the status quo, to said in his majestic poem, whose title I've 
never challenge your system of beliefs. To borrowed for this article, "I have chosen the 
simply accept most of the extreme and road less traveled and it has made all the 
moderate liberalism that dominates this and difference." 
many college campuses. Closer observation 
reveals that conservatism, that word which 
· seems so vile to many on this campus, is 
Ryan Vooris is a sophomore politics and 
history major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear In this spot each week. To have your voice heard, call Opinion Editor Aaron Mason at 274-3208. 
lfhacan nqu1rer 
Jason Caray 
Psychology '02 
_._ .. ,. .-· 1 
"Students forthe 
Treatment of .Ant- ·· _. 
the other polltlcal . · 
groups on cam~"-:~.p· 
·:::2 
A.J. Serafin 
Exercise Science '01 
tu('a_pD 
on~~~? ec•r 
• 
... • 1. .. ~.i,! , 
"All the peop!e_wf19~· 
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work late houl'8....:..c_-·, ~. 
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• ~10 ::·~ .. ~ .. ~1,-· 
Zack Spiker 
Television-Radio '00 
Karen Berg 
TV-A '03 
Photos by Jen Blanco 
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MATT 
BONATTI 
Ir/we cu1 
Colum111\I 
A few questions 
for Mr. Bonatti 
Once agam 1t i~ lime for 
everyone's favorite column 
"Dear Matt." 
Dear Matt: I wa.1 wo11dcri11,? 1f 
you have e1·er seen the clod!> that 
are in some of the classrooms 111 
Friends Hall. The m1111hers 011 the 
face.1 of these clocks are written 
i11 Roma11 numerals, but i11stead 
of using IV for the number 4, IHI 
is used mstead. What's wmr take 
on tll/S subject? - Lost 111 
Landon 
Dear Lost: There is no rea~on 
to be surpnsed that the numerals 
on the clocks arc wrong, it is JUSt 
one more thing to add to the list 
of Ithaca College quirks - if 
anything it should be expected by 
now. Take the parking problem 
for example. That new visitor lot 
is still there, and it is still mostly 
empty throughout the day. But 
deep in my heart I know one day 
(probably long after I graduate) 
someone will realize that lot 
would be better for students and 
is pointless as it is now. 
Dear Matt: You have such a 
nice smile, why do you i11Sist on 
keeping that picture for your 
column? - Mom 
Dear Mom: This is getting 
embarrassing. I like the picture, 
please let it go. 
... 
Dear Matt: I just ate the 
3,487th grilled cheese sandwich 
ofmy college career. ls that 
healthy? - Concerned in Clarke 
Dear Concerned: Go to the 
Health Center. Go. Now. 
Dear Matt: Last year the 
keynote speaker at our 
Commencement was Maya 
Angelou and I'm sure you know 
that this years keynote speaker 
will be oone other than "The 
Fonz" himself, Henry Winkler. 
What happened? - Baffled in 
Bogan 
Dear Baffled: This is a simple 
question to answer. Maya 
Angelou and Henry Winkler are 
the same person. I'm serious. If 
you don't believe me compare 
photographs of the two, the 
similarities between them arc 
remarkable. It's all just a joke that 
Henry Winkler plays on college 
students all across the country. 
He goes to the different 
commencement ceremonies 
pretending to be Maya Angelou 
and then goes back and speaks at 
the same college the next year 
and laughs at everyone for falling 
for the old Maya Angelou tnck. I 
hope that clears thmgs up for you 
Dear Matt: Don't ,·011 have 
anything better to do'rather than 
write about every little thing 
around campus that bothers you? 
- Had Enough in Hood 
Dear Had Enough - No. Not 
really. 
Matt Bonatti is a sophomore 
television-radio major. 
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CALCIUM: Three glasses of milk daily 
DvlTAMIN: 200-400 IU vitamin daily 
EXERCISE, WEIGHT-BEARING: 
30 minutes. most days of the week 
(walking. jogging. aerobics. weight training. etc.) 
For more Information on osteoporosis 
prevention, call Health Connections, 
464-8668or1-800-464-8668 
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Snack Bar vets Doris and Ethel share stories 
BY AARON J. MASON 
Opinion Editor 
Ethel Carrican is celebrating a silver anniversary 
this year. Doris Stein celebrated one of her own six 
years ago. 
But these ladies are not dusting off the old wed-
ding album or renewing any vows. Instead, they're 
commemorating years of laughs, memories and com-
ing to work at 6:30 each morning to cater to college 
kids all day - something this dynamic duo very much 
enjoys. 
Known to most simply as Doris and Ethel, the pair 
represent two of the most recognizable faces on cam-
pus. For 3 ! years Doris has made her mark at Ithaca 
_ -- ·CQl~ge working at the Snack Bar, with her trademark 
-- ~"thank you" and constant smile cashing out countless 
numbers of hungry people. Just a few feet away, Ethel 
continues to flip the burgers and dogs at the Grill.just 
as she did 25 years ago. And in that time, the dining 
service veterans have formed a special bond. 
"Ethel's my best friend," Doris said of the person 
whom she rides to and from work with each day. 
It is a friendship that certainly includes a mountain 
of memories, which still remain quite fresh in their 
minds. The two have seen a Jot of changes during their 
tenure at the college, one of the most prominent be-
-';irtg·thc-numerous unifonns they have seen in the mir-
ror through the years. 
___..Dresses," Doris recalled of one of her earliest Snack 
- Bar uniforms. "White dresses and white shoes," 
"Oh that's right-," answers a laughing Ethel. 
··And hair nets! That was awful," adds Doris, who 
was the single Snack Bar cashier before it moved from 
the second floor of Egbert Hall to its current location 
in Phillips Hall in 1987. 
While hair and clothing styles have changed over 
time, the friendliness of the students they serve cer-
tainly has not. 
"As far as the kids, they've always been nice to me," 
Doris said. "I enjoy working with the kids." Ethel 
agrees. The students, she said, have always been one 
of the biggest bonuses of her job. 
"We've got a lot of students here that I work with 
that are really good and very friendly," said Ethel, a 
constant cleaner who is always wiping things down 
in between orders at the Grill. 
While the daily interaction with hundreds of stu-
dents has always served as a big plus for their jobs, 
there are a few other perks. For starters, both have been 
fortunate enough to have a set schedule to work dur-
ing the day, with weekends off. 
"We've always had that since we started here," said 
Ethel, a mother of two grown children. "We've nev-
er had to work late hours." 
Their seniority at the Snack Bar also allows them 
lo take time off when students are also on winter, 
spring and summer breaks, when business is at its 
slowest. 
Still, when they are hard at work amidst an array 
of growling stomachs, their friendly personalities have 
certainly garnered them a fan club through the years. 
"Doris is the bomb," said senior Bridgette 
- Villings, who has been coming to the Snack Bar for 
four years now. "She's always helpful. Ifl have a bad 
day or something, she's cheerful. It just makes you feel 
better." 
Instructor Jeanne Mackin, writing, can certainly re-
late. 
"Doris was working here way, way back when I was 
a student sometime before we even had electricity I 
believe," Mackin said with a glistening grin. "She al-
ways, always smiles and it's just so nice to see her." 
And together, it's obvious that both Doris and Ethel 
enjoy what they do. 
"They're pretty humorous," Villings said. 
"They're open. There's never a dull moment with 
them." 
At home they keep busy as well. Ethel trades the 
spatula for her bowling ball each Friday night, while 
Doris laces up her walking shoes seven nights a wee~. 
"I walk every night; two miles every night as soon 
as I get home," said the mother of four children and 
grandmother of five, whose also been married for 43 
years. 
If everything works out, Doris and Ethel will be 
heading west for a bit of fun sometime next year, hop-
ing to take in the sights, sounds and slots of Las Ve-
gas. 
And while Vegas may have its sights and showgirls, 
Ithaca College has Doris and Ethel; who even get vis-
itors of their very own. 
"Quite a lot of the students come back," Ethel said. 
"It's kind of nice to see some of the people come back 
when you haven't seen them in years." 
Doris, who lives just two miles away from her best 
friend, echoes the sentiment. 
"I've seen people come back and their kids are go-
ing here," she said. 'That really makes me feel old." 
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Affrrnt Music group to 'bang' away 
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Josh Shuman 
Cinema and 
Photography '02 
Hometown: Hopkinton, 
Mass. 
Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: I've 
skydived. 
What I'd be doing if I 
weren't here: Skating at a 
skate park back home. 
Things I can do without: 
Food at Egbert. 
Pet Peeve: 
Having no money. 
Who would play me in a 
movie: Tom Hanks. 
What TV show I don't 
miss: VH1 's "Behind the 
Music." 
Best word in the English 
language: Aurora. 
Three things that can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: Snapple, 
film, beer. 
People might be 
surprised to know that I: 
Have never been to a 
Cortaca Jug game. 
Recommended Web site: 
www.foofighters.com. 
the performance group Bang on a Can All-Stars, 
of which Beiser is a member. 
This group, comprised of six musicians, will 
give the final performance in this year's Ithaca 
College "MMus1c" Concert series. The concert 
will be held on Monday at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Bang on a Can All-Stars grew from the an-
nual Bang on a Can Festival, which began pre-
senting outstanding musicians in 1987. Two 
years later, six regular performers got together 
to fom1 the All-Stars. They also took on 
Michael Gordon, David Lang and Julia Wolfe 
as artistic directors. After the raves it received, 
the sextet broke off to expand nationally, and 
eventually internationally, gaining a reputation 
as a leader in experimental music. 
Bang on a Can's style has been described as 
intense, diverse and unique. The San Francisco Ex-
aminer explained the nature of their music in a 1998 
review: "BOAC doesn't do the kind of contem-
porary academic, conventionally structured music 
that alienated at least a couple of generations. And 
sheer anarchy isn't the idea either." 
The six musicians combine elements of rock, 
jazz and classical music into their work. They 
also use techniques that range from prerecord-
ed sounds to a percussionist crumpling a paper 
bag. The diversity of musical instruments is 
equally large. 
Beiser plays the cello. Although she has be-
come an accomplished classical cellist and per-
formed solos in Carnegie Hall, she prefers to 
work with new composers where she can ex-
periment with different types of music. 
"I hope to arrive at new territories, to discover 
sounds I never heard before," Beiser said. 
Robert Black plays bass guitar for the group 
and works to compose, teach and do solo record-
ings. Next is Lisa Moore, whose has a back-
ground in piano. Steve Schick, the percussion-
COURTESY OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC GROUP Bang on a Can All-Stars will be performing at Ithaca 
College on Monday. The group has received International acclalm for Its unique style. 
ist, advocates contemporary music in his teach-
ing and performances. He has taught at the Roy-
al College of Music in London and is currently 
a professor at UCLA, San Diego. Perhaps the 
strangest of the group is Mark Stewart, who un-
conventionally plays the electric guitar. He was 
greatly influenced by the cello in his studies, but 
eventually found the electric guitar a more sat-
isfying outlet. Finally, Evan Ziporyn rounds out 
the All-Stars with the clarinet and saxophone. He 
sites his many visits to Bali as a great influence. 
Since its start, the Bang on a Can All-Stars 
have expanded to almost every musical venue 
imaginable. It has toured internationally, released 
a number of CDs, and made appearances on 
CNN, MlV and NPR's "All Things Considered." 
One of their works will be making its world 
premiere at the Ithaca College performance. The 
piece, titled "Another Infinity," is composed by 
Edward Ruchalski, and based on the poem by 
Michael Burkard. In describing his style, 
Ruchalski emphasizes the need for repetition. 
'Through repetition I wanted the music to res-
onate by sometimes slowly changing, and at oth-
er times taking leaps, but not by developing," 
Ruchalski said. "I wanted to keep it simple and 
let it breathe." 
Sophomore Brian Cassagnol, a music major, 
said he is looking forward to attending the con-
cert. As a member of stage crew for the event, 
he has the privilege of an up-close-and-person-
al view of the event. 
"I'm really excited to see them," Cassagnol 
said. 'Tm interested to hear their style." 
Located on beautiful South Hill! 
I, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments and townhouses 
furnished or unfurnished* laundry hook ups 
free parking * on bus route 
Reach 
5,000 
people. ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION Visit our Web site - www.ithaca-rent.com Call C.S.P. Management 
277-6961 
• 
Advertise in 
The Ithacan. 
Call 274-1618. 
Jor Jail 2000 is 
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J11.arch 21- f1pril 6 
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your advisor and 
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Garland and the Internet subculture 
Net fan groups the focus of visiting speaker's talk 
BY KIM AVER 
Staff Writer 
"You made me love you, you 
did, you know you did it..." 
This familiar line from the song 
"Dear Mr. Gable" flung the young 
Judy Garland into the spotlight of 
Hollywood in 1938. Her sharp rise 
to stardom and tragic denme set the 
scene for visiting speaker Steven Co-
han's talk titled "Judy on the Net: 
Judy Garland Fandom and the 'Gay 
Thing' Revisited." 
The lecture, sponsored by the 
James B. Pendleton fellowship in 
cinema studies and the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications, is 
free and open to the public and be-
gins at 7 p.m. on Tuesday in the 
Parle Auditorium. 
One of the many links that gay 
men have with one another is their 
adoration of Judy Garland. This fas-
cination has been the cause of much 
puzzlement to the straight population. 
Why Garland? In his book "Heavenly 
Bodies: Film Stars and Society," film 
theorist Richard Dyer attempts to ex-
plain this occurrence. In 1950, Gar-
land was fired from MGM after her 
severe drug abuse started to influence 
her ability to work. 
"This event, because it consti-
tuted for the public a sudden break 
with Garland's uncomplicated and 
ordinary MGM image, made pos-
sible a reading of Garland as hav-
ing a special relationship_ to suf-
fcring, ordinariness, normality, 
and it is this relationship that 
structures much of the gay reading 
of Garland," Dyer said. 
This idea and other theories on 
the correlation of Garland with the 
gay subculture will be discussed 
from a slightly different angle in Co-
han 's lecture. Assistant Professor 
Christina Lane, cinema and pho-
tography, explained this new slant. 
"In his talk, Steven Cohan will 
revisit these issues from the vantage 
point of contemporary Internet 
fan communities," Lane said. 
Although he is a professor of 
English at Syracuse University, 
Cohan specializes in film, gender 
studies and narrative theory. In ad-
dition to teaching film courses, he 
has also hosted several graduate 
seminars. His most recent seminar 
topics include Film Noir and Post-
war America, Film and Narrative 
Theory and Fifties Film and 
American Culture. 
A leading scholar in star studies 
and narrative theory, Cohan has done 
extensive analyses on the concept of 
masculinity in films. He has pub-
lished m·any books that deal with 
movie stars and the gender iSsues that 
surrouvd them. One of his main the-
ories is brought to light in his 1997 
book "Masked Men: Masculinity and 
the Movies in the Fifties." The book 
uncovers the stereotypes tha.t 
American men were forced to iden-
tify with after World War II. He fo-
cuses mainly on the star images of 
John Wayne, Carey Grant and Mar-
lon Brando. Regardless of type, men 
were expected to be the strong 
leaders of the household. 
Sophomore James Norrs has 
been exposed to Cohan's theories in 
the film class Hollywood. This 
cou~e. taught by Lane, centers 
around the star system and how gen-
der roles arc constructed. Norrs said 
he agreed with most of Cohan's idea<; 
and thought that they had plausible 
applications to film and society. 
"I think he's right to a point," 
Norrs said. "I think we all develop 
a persona and a mask for protection 
through our lives based on our pa<;t 
experiences." 
Cohan further elaborates his 
ideas on film theory in his books 
"Telling Stories: A Theoretical 
Analysis of Narrative Fiction," 
"Screening the Male: Exploring 
Masculinities in Hollywood Cinema" 
and 'The Road Movie Book." In ad-
dition to his books, Cohan has writ-
ten numerous articles for publications 
such as "Novel," "Camera Obscura" 
and "Screen." He has also con-
tributed his masculinity theories to 
the collections "Male Trouble," 
"The Masculine Masquerade" and 
"Stud: Architectures of Masculinity." 
With his distinct and insightful 
take on the fusion of film and cul-
ture, Cohan has brought new light 
to many different issues circulating 
through the vaults of film theory. 
COURTESY OF THE JUDY GARLAND PAGE (WWW.RUNTOTORUN.COM /JUDY.HTM) 
JUDY GARLAND, a film star in the late 1930s and 1940s, is the object 
of Internet fan communities. The correlation between her with the -
gay subculture of the time is a new slant given life by the Net. 
Visiting speaker Steven Cohan will be discussing this phenomenon 
and other issues during his speech this Tuesday. 
ca.ed u/ithacan vvww. ithaca.edu/ithacan www. ithaca.e 
Tonight could be the night 
• You crawl into a burning building 
• You free someone from a car 
• You perform CPR 
• You save a life 
Are you up to the challenge? 
Become a bunker. 
• Work as a volunteer firefighter 
two nights a week 
• Live for free in a 
city fire station 
• South Hill Station 
next to campus 
• Off-campus 
housing authorized 
Apply now for next year! 
For more information: 
Marcia Lynch 
Ithaca Fire Department 
272-1234 
www.ifd.baka.com 
.l 
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BELMONT APARTMENTS 
324 Spencer Road 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
Phone (607) 273-5729 
Fax (607) 277-6026 
E-mail: pogo@lightlink.com 
OFF-CAl\llPUS STUDENT HOUSING 
Ready for hnmediate Occupancy 
2-bedroom Townhouses-Newley Remodeled. newl-y 
furnished 
Unfurnished-$62S.OO pe~ month 
plus utilities 
Furnished-$72S.OO per mounth 
plus utilities 
OFF STREET PARKING - NO PETS 
Summer 
Sessions 
2000 
welcomes visiting students 
More than 800 students from 
other colleges and universities 
attend Montclair State 
University each 
.. --~: .. ··· ·.!,:,_:\'~>~. k~r .. -:~~ -.. -~ .. .:·, ,_, ~ :r.~:. 1:·~···~-:·~ •• .,: ... ,; ... :· .. ·:.--~ .. :~ri?"-1:~~r!"i 
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Four~·May22-June 15-· _ _.. · ' · 
Twelve weeks May 22_ - August 1 S 
Saturdays June 3 - August 5 
Four weeks June 12 - July 6 
Eight weeks June 12 - August 3 
Six weeks June 26 - August 3 
Four weeks July 1 O - August 3 
Three weeks August 7 - 24 
Plus additional sessions 
Telephone registration begins April 14 
a I MONTCLAIR STATE I UNIVERSITY 
For summer catalog including schedule, 
course descriptions, and visiting student 
permission form, write, fax, or phone us today. 
e-mail: summer.sessions@montdair.edu 
telephone: 973-655-4352 
fax: 973-655-7851 
Montclair State University, Summer Sessions 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 
Eq.iol Clppol1unily/Mirmaliw,_, -
- Please send me a summer catalog including schedule, course descriptions, 
and visiting student permission form. 
Name __________________ _ 
ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA•SUBS & WINGS 1======1'0 GO 
ITHACA, N. Y. 
K SOUTH HILL 825 Danby Rd. / 273-6006 I South Hill • FaD Creek • East Hill • Collegetown • Cornell • IC 
SUPER 
SAYER 
NORTHEAST 
23 Cinema Drive/ 257-2757 
Delivery to the Northeast 
• Cayuga Heights • South Lansing 
• Vmia • NYSEG & Surrounding Areas 
• North C..llf'ID 
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Friendly service all in a day's work 
Custodians keep dorms tidy, 
enjoy speaking with students 
BY JILL HUGHES 
Staff Writer 
As a part of our everyday lives 
we may never take the chance to 
say hello or strike up a conversa-
tion with the people we sec clean-
ing our dorms. Do you know their 
names or what their hobbies arc? 
These arc the people who vac-
uum our hallway floors, take out the 
trash and wash the toilets and sinks 
every day. These are also the peo-
ple who come back on Monday 
mornings to clean the occasional 
vomit or trash left behind after 
weekends of partying. 
One of-these friendly people you 
may have seen cleaning the floors 
of Lyon Hall is Nancy Schroeder. 
In recent years she worked as a cus-
todian in Tallcou Hall, but in No-
vember, she was reassigned to 
Lyon Hall. 
In the seven years working on 
the custodial staff at Ithaca College, 
Schroeder thinks one of the chal-
lenges of her job is just trying to 
make the living conditions nice for 
students. When she is not working 
at her job, she said she enjoys read-
ing and listening to all kmds of mu-
sic, except rap. 
With tedious jobs, such as 
cleaning four floors of students' un-
tidiness, she still finds the students 
extremely enjoyable. 
"Students are probably the best 
thing here on campus," Schroeder 
said. 
Another custodian, Marguerite 
Jordan, who cleans Clarke Hall, 
said she is thankful for the way st.u-
dents treat her. 
"I like visiting with the students, 
when they are nice to me," Jordan 
said. "When they speak to you, it's 
good." Jordan is the "grandmoth-
erly-type," who always wants to 
know how your weekend went or 
has good advice when you need it. 
She has made best friends with the 
students that she secs on a regular 
basis when she is cleaning. 
Jordan is always "there, ready to 
greet someone with her smile or 
strike up a conversation as some-
one passes her in the hallway. She 
said she sometimes is offended 
when students do not speak to her 
or at least smile at her. 
When she is not busy speaking 
with the students, Jordan loves to 
read Christian material and news-
papers and watch television. She 
also loves to watch talk shows. 
"lliat is how you find out how 
the other half lives," Jordan said. 
Although cleaning sounds like a 
strenuous job, Jordan recalled 
some good times she had while 
working in various places. 
Jordan had an incident where 
someone startled her so badly that 
she screamed, and the student in re-
turn became so startled by the 
scream that he jumped. She still can-
not stop laughing about the incident 
when she reminisces about it. 
If you thought that just vacu-
uming your own dorm room was 
hard enough, imagine working as 
a custodian for 18 years. The head 
custodian for the Towers and Ter-
races, Sandy Milks, has her work 
cut out for her. She helps cover 
when people arc out sick and 
helps those custodians who have 
trouble areas. 
Milks, talking over the static 
from her walkie-talkie, said her job 
entails "being a good leader, un-
derstanding people's concerns and 
helping [ other custodians] do a bet-
ter job." In her spare time, she has 
been doing a lot of camping when 
the weather is nice. 
Terri VanZilc, a temporary 
cleaning staff member of the third 
through ninth floors of the East 
Tower, has worked there since 
November and enjoys "greeting the 
students and seeing them every-
day." 
When VanZile is not scrubbing 
shower walls, he enjoys bowling in 
the winter and playing horseshoes 
in the summer. 
VanZilc said one of the things 
that people do not realize is, "the 
amount of time it takes to do a com-
plete on a bathroom." A complete 
clean means to scrub and disinfect 
the showers along with everything 
else. It is routine but it takes extra 
time. 
The custodians said it is also dif-
ficult to keep a good schedule. 
So the next time you arc pass-
ing a custodian in the hallway, give 
them a smile or say hello and ask 
how they arc. Remember they are 
working hard to keep your home 
sparkling. 
,.,,. ', ~ 
~-,,_j,: 
----...,_ ____ ,' 
u 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
CUSTODIAL STAFF MEMBER Nancy Schroeder cleans the bathroom sinks on the first floor of Lyon 
Hall. Schroeder said the best part of Ithaca College is the students she runs into on the job. 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN~.~rwo WE-EKS! 
Famou$'u:s. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet 
. . '"" , . 
. - ... 
• · During the~ off season the U.S. Wome~·s Alpine Ski Tear;n. 
members used the !$kiTeam· diet to lost 20 pounds m two weeks. ~ts 
right- 20 pounttaji·1,4 days! The basis of the_ d_iet is chemical food act10n 
and was deviled~•lamous Colorado physician . 
especia~ly for .;ffiei :U.S. Ski Team. Nonnal energy is maintained (very 
importa{lt) whilf.Rli:lucing. You keep "full" - no starvation - beeause the 
dietisdesigned,ltiatwaiH's a dietthat is easy to follow whether you work, 
travel or stay ~tflolne: For men too!) . , , 
· This is, honelllv,:a ntasticallY. successful diet. If 1t_we~n t. the U:S. 
Women'sAlpine·Sfii Jeam wouldn t be pennitted to use it!. Right?_So, g~ 
yO!Jrself the.__...... the U.S. Ski Team gets. ~oae iweight th~ scientif.: 
1c,.proven way._~ifJou've tried all the othe~d1ets! y~u ~_itto your-
sefftd"lf9.1he"IJ:S. t~s-Alpine Ski Team·o10t. That IS, ~u *"1V do 
wa~~~-~ in two weeks. Order today! Tear.this~ as a 
~-on~....;.add 50 cents RUSH service to: . . 
MlDWEST A·· · S, 3318 S. Glenstone, Sui!e 308, Spnn~. MO 
65804. Don't-l!IS you expect to lost 20-p~ m two~! 
BeclltJse-thatl . Ski Team Biet will do. "' · . 
.. ,~ , ,. ~ ,., - . ~' ' . 
:. :. i. = - - . . ~ -= : : .... 
James E. Gardner Jr. 
REAL ESTATE 
A greater sdect1on of 
apartments m the Ithaca area 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Ef f 1e1€nc1€s to €1ght-b€droon1 hous€s 
Furn1sh€d and unfurn1sh€d Quality units at aff or dab I€ pnc£s 
24-hour mamt£nanc£ s£rv1c€s 
277-3232 
411 N. Tioga Str€€t 
WWW.JRES'lardner .com 
..-;. 
. \ 
,_,, __ 
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Lett~Fom 
': London 
JEFF 
MILLER 
Staff Wntcr 
Daily life 
in London 
I was looking back at my 
columns for this semester and 
realized that with the 
exception of my first column, 
and my ice-cold bitterness a 
few weeks ago, I haven't 
written anything about 
everyday life here. Brief 
mentions of classes and 
internships may have siphoned 
their way into my rants, but, 
for those of you following 
along at home, it must seem 
like my life is non-stop train 
ndcs and chance meetings. 
Let me assure you - this is 
not so. Although night life and 
weekends here arc 
tremendously exciting, my 
everyday life is as banal ac; most 
of yours. I only have classes 
two days a week, Monday and 
Wednesday. All of my four 
classes are three (painful) hours 
long, and none of them count 
toward either my television-
radio major or writing minor. 
I usually wake up at 9:30 
a.m. to get to class by 10:30 
a.m., and on my walk through 
Earl's Court to school I pass by 
no less than three Italian 
restaurants, an Irish bar, an 
Indian convenience store and a 
stall that serves delicious, cheap 
Thai noodles. The cultural 
diversity in London -
especially the area that I live in 
- spices it up in many ways, 
and it's great to have so many 
options within a few blocks of 
each other. 
My classes - like most of 
yours - vary between 
extremely interesting to mind-
numbingly dull. To protect 
myself from any evil looks 
from teachers, I won't tell you 
which classes not to take, but I 
highly recommend Drama and 
the London Theatre to anyone 
thinking of attending the 
London Program. It is a great 
class with a great teacher, and 
the school pays for a ton of 
performances during the 
semester, most of which arc 
quite good. 
On Tuesdays and Thursdays 
I have an internship at Heat 
magazine, which used to be the 
U.K. equivalent of 
Entertainment Weekly, from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Unfortunately, a 
magazine that features 
inventive writing and up-to-the-
minute entertainment news 
didn't sell well here. So instead 
of writing music reviews, most 
of my work consists of filing 
clippings from the National 
Enquirer for the "news" editors. 
Not all of it is bad, though. I 
work for the review section of 
the magazine and my "on-site 
supervisor" Sarah 1s supcr-
cool. I' vc been to a couple of 
(celebrity-less) parties run by 
the tabloid, and a few weeks 
ago weaseled tickets to a prcss-
on ly movie screening. I've also 
learned more about Britney 
Spears and Prince William's e-
mail relationship than I would 
wish on my worst enemy. 
Junior Jeff Miller is in London 
during the spring semester. 
~Cct 
Say bye bye to originality 
NSync. Hee hec hcc. Now that I've got your attention, let's have some fun, shall we? 
I am going to make this quite simple and 
clear. I do not appreciate boy bands. I do not 
enjoy their presence, nor can I understand 
why there isn't some sort of wrath being 
delivered upon the people who support this 
sort of music. But I do believe that all things 
should be given their due, as much as I will 
be cursing myself later. 
Like it or not, I also have a frame of refer-
ence for my judgment. I am a long-recovered 
member of NKOTBA (New Kids 
Anonymous). It is a disturbing part of my 
past to reflect on, but in some way the simple 
harmonies and simpler lyrics of the grandpa-
pa of the classic boy acts appealed to me at 
that point of my youth, and if one thing docs-
n' t change, it's the fact that pre-teen kids love 
pre-teen groups. 
And so I h0ld in my hands the sophomore 
release of this second generation boy band, 
"No Strings Attached." The title itself has a 
interesting double meaning, signaling the 
superficial love cliche as well as a kick in the 
pants to former manager Lou Pearlman, from 
whom they separated in a law suit during the 
past year. 
Having a manufactured group who does-
n't even write their own songs shown as a 
bunch of puppets on the cover was an enjoy-
able little ironic kick for me, but to their tar-
get audience, none of this depth is important 
or necessary. The rest of the disc makes sure 
they don't provoke the kind of thought that 
might make a fourteen year-old's head melt 
and disappear. 
Nor do they set out to. The only things that 
will melt and disappear will be pre-teen 
hearts and allowance money, respectively. 
Jason <J(ugg 
Staff Writer 
MUSIC REVIEW 
'N Sync 
"No Strings 
Attached" 
Tile Ithacan rates albums from 
1 (worsl) to 4 (best) 
The record is fi lied with track after track of· 
easy-to-follow beats paired with lyrics made 
to stick like peanut butter in braces. 
I won't quote any of the lines specifically, 
because the titles themselves will be enough: 
"Just Got Paid," "Digital Get Down," "I'll Be 
Good for You," and the already rising first 
single "Bye Bye Bye." I think it's clear 
enough what we're dealing with here. 
The beats are solid but predictable. Each 
song hints at one or another current trend in 
pop music and produces a reasonable facsim-
ile of what they're imitating. The songs 
themselves define textbook, with the expect-
ed ratio of ballads and thumping dance num-
bers to work up a decent number of delighted 
squeals and giggles. Perhaps the only 
redeemer on this record is the final track "I 
Thought She Knew," done very well in a cap-
pela style. 
So I am upset, but why? Because there is 
better music out there that the youth of 
America should listening to? Because 'N 
Sync and its contemporaries are part of a 
worldwide conspiracy to steal the money of 
these unwitting children? No, I cannot blame 
-<-~eReel 
WO-rlcl 
Romeo dies boring death 
The screenwriters of "Romeo Must Die" may be legally braindead, and so is any-one who goes to this movie expecting 
anything more than a series of breathtaking 
action sequences. Such things as verisimili-
tude, good dialogue and any semblance oflog-
ical character motivation go out the window in 
favor of cool stunts in this Jet Li vehicle based 
very, very loosely on the Shakespearean star-
crossed lovers theme. 
The Montagues and Capulets are Chinese 
and black crime families in the San Francisco 
Bay area. It seems the NFL will move a team 
back to Oakland if a new stadium can be built 
on the waterfront property controlled by the 
crime families. Neither the media nor the 
police seem to be bothered as waterfront busi-
ness owners who won't sell are brutally mas-
sacred, though perhaps it's not fair to approach 
a movie like this with logic. 
Jet Li (the martial arts star who appeared as 
a villain in Lethal Weapon 4) is Han, the 
Chinese crime boss's son who makes a daring 
escape from a Hong Kong prison after hearing 
that his brother has been the latest gang war 
casualty. The fugitive makes his way to 
Northern California with no on-screen effort 
(law-abiding U.S. citizens have a tougher time 
clearing customs), where he meets Trish 
O'Day (Aaliyah), daughter of the black crime 
boss Isaak O'Day (Dclroy Lindo). They're 
supposed to be Romeo and Juliet characters, 
but there is zero romantic chemistry between 
them, and no sex. 
In case you missed Fox's short-lived 
Hollywood satire "Action" (an~ based on the 
ratings, you probably did miss it), Jay Mohr 
played Peter Dragon, a cynical producer of 
bad movies based on Joel Silver (who, with 
good-natured self-deprecation, produced 
Jolin 'Ta6in 
Staff Writer 
MOVIE REVIEW 
"Romeo Must 
Die" 
Directed by: Andrzej 
Bartkowiak 
Starring: Jet LI, Aaliyah, 
Delroy Lindo 
** The Ithacan rales movies from 1 (worst) 10 4 (best) 
"Action"). Silver produced "Romeo Must 
Die," which could just as easily have been 
done by Dragon; it's in the same spirit as the 
fictional film "Beverly Hills Gun Club" from 
the television show. 
Hollywood action movie rules, observed 
here, hold that if more than five minority char-
acters appear in a group, they are all criminals. 
Edoardo Ballerini rounds off the cast as the sta-
dium deal-broker, a young, viciously ambitious 
evil lawyer named Roth-perhaps to appeal to 
the coveted anti-Semitic audience by compen-
sating for a Jewish producer. The political incor-
rectness is too ludicrous to be offensive, though. 
The three greatest moments in this movie 
come when we see Jet Li breaking an adver-
sary's bone in X-ray. Li's remarkable athleti-
cism is on display, though for some reason 
movie magic allows him to occasionally do 
patently impossible moves, which distracts 
from the impressive things he's able to do on 
his own. In the ultra-violent Hong Kong crime 
dramas in which this film has its roots, the bru-
tal killing of scores of innocents would have 
been featured prominently; here it happens off-
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2000 
Tom Maxwell 
"Samsara" 
BY J MERITT 
Senior Writer 
Take the Squirrel Nut Zippers minus 
the sassy female singer, add piano 
plus more guitar and sax and you have 
the sound expelled from "Samsara," 
the new album by Tom Maxwell. 
Maxwell, one of the founding 
members of the Zippers; jumps in now 
as a solo artist with a collective group 
of musicians, acting as a chameleon. 
The reference to the color changing 
lizard relates to the fact that Maxwell 
can't keep one musical style and stick 
with it. 
He jumps around on sounds like a 
hyperactive child from spiritual ("You 
Always Get What's Coming") to 
country ("Flame In My Heart") to 
, barbershop quartet stylings ("Roll 
Them Bones"). 
Though interesting, this album lacks 
a true focus, which is needed. One 
thing that makes the album work is 
Maxwell's that support group plays 
together nicely because of past 
collaborations. 
Maxwell shows his mastery of many 
instruments, but some of hi~ songs 
seem just thrown in for no good 
reason. "Samsara" is bizarre, fun and 
eclectic, but it is not for all. This album 
is best for fans of the Zippers and 
random craziness. 
them, for they never portray themselves as 
anything other than what they are. 
To retreat behind a diatribe, they do what 
they do well, even though I can't understand 
it. The group's few steps in the direction of 
originality are erased by its triteness and 
painful formulaic quality, leaving "No 
Strings Attached" a little less than balanced 
on the grander scale. 
"Whatever It Takes" 
BY KIM AYER 
Staff Writer * 
The latest installment in the string of 
"teen movies• brings new meaning to 
the word waste. By now, audiences 
have been so saturated by the teen 
craze they know to expect mindless 
entertainment. Although "Whatever It 
Takes• succeeds in being mindless, it 
holds out on the entertainment. 
The plot centers around a 
pretentious jock (Chris Campbell) and 
lowly geek (Shane West) as they 
combine efforts to win over the sensitive 
Maggie (Maria Sokoloff) and bitchy 
Ashley (Jodi Lyn O'Keefe). To make 
sure the audience recognizes these 
cliched stereotypes, screenwriter Mark 
Schwahn makes this group of 
characters as one-faceted as possible: 
Sloane vainly clips his armpit hair with 
scissors, Ryan plays the accordion, 
Maggie works in a nursing home and 
Ashley is constantly applying lipstick. 
Normally, the saving grace of this 
genre is a fast-paced, pop-laden 
soundtrack to speed the movie along 
while distracting the viewer from the 
shaky narrative. Unfortunately, this movie 
neglects this, making director David 
Hubbard's scene transitions awkward. 
Do "Whatever It Takes" to avoid this 
movie. 
screen, which would be fine except the film 
clocks in at over two hours and doesn't have 
nearly enough action to justify the runtime. 
Three writing credits (screenplay by Eric Burnt 
and John Jarrell, story by Mitchell Kapner) is 
evidence of the "too-many-cooks" syndrome. 
Between action sequences comes far too much 
useless exposition, wasteing valuable carnage 
time. Unless Hoyts installs a fast-forward but-
ton, wait for "Romeo Must Die" on video. 
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BY CRAIG BENDER 
Staff Writer _______ _ 
Members of Mighty Purple, an 
edgy pop/alternative band from 
New Haven, Conn., were dnnkmg 
hccrs and trading stories with the au':. 
dicnce just minutes before takmg the 
stage at the N me!> Saturday. They 
seemed very per!->onal with the au-
dience, like they were old friends. 
There were about 50 people at 
the show, but the small crowd wa~ 
cnthusi,Lqic and havmg a good t1111c. 
The hand plays to all different 
crowds, ranging from acoustic 
sets at fraternity partic!-. to open mg 
for big-name bands like Tlmd Eye 
Blind, Ben Harper and Guster. 
"We like playmg to 111t11natc 
crowds because the people arc en-
ergetic and into it," lead guitarist 
and vocalist Jon Rodgers said. 
·'It's less strc!-,sful when we !-,CC fa-
miliar faces in the audience." 
The enthusiastic audience's 
knowledge of and love for the band 
was apparent when the crowd 
rhythmically clapped a Latin beat 
right on cue and in sync with the 
group during the song "Black Cir-
cles." 
The leaders of the band arc Jon 
and Steve Rodgers, two brothers 
who have been playing music to-
gether since age 12. Steve plays 
rhythm guitar and Jon has been 
playing lead ever since Steve 
promised to buy Jon his first gui-
tar if he would learn to play lead. 
During the show Jon also played the 
keyboard and harmonica. That, 
added to the brothers' vocal har-
monics, gave their songs a full rich 
sound. Adrian Van De Graff. who 
is a·childhood friend of the broth--
ers, plays bass, and Scott McDon- -
aid, the most recent addition to the 
band, plays the drums. ' 
This band is really a family. Dur-
ing the show they invited their 
cousin Miles to come up and sing 
"Secret Life," which he co-wrote 
Senior assists with 
Oscar-winning sound 
Senior James Redding worked 
on mixing and sound effect creation 
for the soundtrack of "The Matrix" 
with owner Dane A. Davis of 
Danctracks, who received an Oscar 
Sunday for best sound effect edit-
ing for the movie. 
Redding was an mtem at the 
company in the fall 1998 semester 
as part of the Communications Pro-
gram in Los Angeles. 
Annual writing contest 
open for submissions 
The writing program is spon-
soring its annual writing contest, 
which is open to students from all 
majors. 
The categories for submission 
arc first-year essay, personal essay, 
poetry, fiction, expository essay, 
journalistic essay, humor and 
scriptwriting. 
Prizes will be awarded along 
with a reading of some of the win-
ning pieces on April 27 at 4 p.m. 
in Park 220. 
Acopy of the complete rules and 
regulations are available from writ-
ing professors and in the Writing 
Center, Park 228. The deadline for 
submission is 5 p.m. on April 14. 
'Purple' mighty friendly 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIGHTY PURPLE 
THE BAND MEMBERS of Mighty Purple, a pop/alternative band from New Haven, Conn., interacted with 
an intimate Nines audience last Saturday evening. The band has opened for Third Eye Blind and Guster. 
with Steve. Jon introduced "Secret 
Life" saying it's about "dealing with 
the stuff that goes on in your head 
... and figuring out who you arc." 
The second set began with a 
song called "Naked" which was 
dedicated to Ithaca College 
sophomore A.J. Meacham. 
"This one goes out to A.J., who 
drove down to New Orleans during 
Mardi Gras to sec us play," Steve 
said. Meacham fell in love with the 
band when they played an acoustic 
set at a fraternity party last year. 
"Steve bummed a cigarette off 
me and then we hung out smoking 
and talking all night long," 
Meacham said. "He told me about 
how much fun Mardi Gras is so dur-
ing a free weekend I drove to sec 
them play down there." 
That is the type of interaction the 
band has with its fans. The group is 
currently touring the country build-
ing its fan base, meeting people and _ 
promoting its new album "How To 
Make a Living," which features the 
single "Can this be for keeps." This 
is the band's sixth album. 
The songs both on the album and 
performed live range from 
pop/rock Third Eye Blind-sounding 
tunes to hard-hitting, head-banging 
songs that remind you of Metalli-
ca. All the songs are filled with 
well-blended, harmonized vocals, in 
addition to nice leads and catchy 
choruses. On most of its songs, the 
strong inffucncc of bands like Ra-
diohcad and The Flaming Lips is 
readily audible. 
The band still maintains a 
Ar~ent 
· ~r1ers 
COURTESY OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
DAVID WEISS, principle oboist with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, 
will play the saw April 9 at 7 p.m. In the Whalen Center recital hall. He 
will be joined by his wife, Alpha Hockett Walker, on the piano. 
Topic of tonight's talk: 
Tibet's religion, culture 
"Tibet: Religion and Culture," 
an event sponsored by the Asia So~ 
cicty as part of Focus Asia 2000, 
will take place tonight from 7:30 to 
9 p.m. 111 Textor 103. 
Topics will include Tibetan 
Buddhism and the political and so-
cial situation in Tibet. 
Speakers for the evening include 
The Venerable Selden from Nam-
gyal Monastery and an Ithaca Col-
lege student, who spent a semester 
studying in Tibet. 
unique style which was on fire dur-
ing its encore. 111c two brothers 
played an acoustic guitar duet, 
which al first glance seemed like a 
Dave and Tim type of act. It turned 
out surprisingly different because 
they maintained their hard edged al-
ternative sound with the assistance 
of just two acoustic guitars. They 
also had the crowd participating by 
clapping along with them, and the 
faster the crowd clapped, the faster 
they strummed. 
After the show, the band went 
back lo drinking beers and social-
izing with the crowd. One girl was 
so into them that she had the whole 
band sign her arm. Mighty Purple 
hopes to return to Ithaca soon, and 
play the Haunt or maybe even Itha-
ca College. 
Bach Festival 2000 
performance Friday 
The first of the final three per-
formances of the Bach Festival 
2000 concert series will be held Fri-
day at 8: 15 p.m., featuring As~is-
tanl Professor Charis Dimans, pi-
ano. 
Dimars will be perforrrnng the 
Bach/L1s1t Prelude and Fugue in C-
maJor, Barok Suite opu!-, 14 and 
Bach English Suites No I and 2. 
The series wa!-. created to cele-
brate the inaugural season of the 
new rec11al hall 111 the Whalen Cen-
ter for Mu~1c, and the 250th an-
niversary of the death of compo~-
cr Johann Scha!-,tian Bach. 
The festival feature~ solo and 
collaborative pcrfonnanccs by 
faculty, guc~t artists and ~tudenh 
Ben Lee will not open 
for Ben Folds Five 
According to the oftic1al Ben 
Lee Web site, the smgcr will not be 
opcnmg for the Ben Fo]d!-, Five 
show on Apnl 16 in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. 
False report!-, had prev1ou!-,(y 
listed Ben Lee as part of the Ben 
Folds Five national tour. 
A new opcnmg act has not 
been announced 
THE: ITHACAN 19 
The following 1s valid for 
Friday through Thursday, 
April 6: 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinemas 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Return to Me - Sneak pre-
view only, Saturday at 7 30 
pm 
The Road to Elderado -
11 30 a m , noon, i 45 p m . 
2 15 p m , 4 p m , 4.30 p m . 
6 pm., 6 45 p rn, 8 pm, 9 
p rn and Saturday and 
Sunday at 11 re m 
High Fidelity -- 12 25 p rn 
3 50 p m . 6 50 p m , 9 40 
r,. rn amJ Saturday and 
::"JrHJay at rrndnight 
Skulls -12·20 p rn, 3 30 
p rn., 7 p_m., 9.50 pm and 
Saturday and Sunday at 
12 10 am. 
Here On Earth - 12 25 
p rn., 2:20 p_rn,, 4.40 p rn_, 
7·10 p.m., 9-45 pm and 
Saturday and Sunday at 
11:50 p.m. 
Whatever It Takes - 12: 1 O 
p.m., 2:25 p.m., 4:45 p.m., 
7:15 p.m., 9:55 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday at 
11:55 p.m. 
Romeo Must Die - 12:30 
p.m., 3:40 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 
9:20 p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday 11 :45 p. m. 
Erin Brockovich-12:05 
p.m., 3:05 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
9:30 p.m., 10 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday at 
12:05 a.m. 
Final Destination - 11 :50 
a.m., 2:05 p.m., 4:25 p.m., 
7:20 p.m., 9:35 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday at 
11:35 p.m. 
Mission to Mars - 12: 15 
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 
9:25 p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday at 11 :40. 
Hoyts Ithaca 4 Cinemas 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Beyond the Mat- 12:45 
p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
American Beauty- Noon, 
3 p.m., 6:40 p.m. and 9:15 
p.m. 
Ciderhouse Rules - 12:45 
p.m., 3:15 p.m., 6:30 p.m. 
and 9:05 p.m. 
Ninth Gate -12:30 p.rn., 
3:30 p.m., 6:50 p.m. and 
9:45 p.m. 
Cinemapolis 
277-6115 
Titus - 7 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2 p.m. 
Being John Malkovich -
9:45 p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 4:45 
p.m 
Mr. Death - 7:15 pm_, 9.35 
p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 2· 15 
p,m_ and 4-35 p m 
Fall Creek 
272-1256 
Topsy-Turvy - 7 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2 p.m. 
Wonder Boys - 9"45 p.m. 
and Saturday and Sunday 
matinees at 4:45 p.m. 
The Cup - 7 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 2 p.m. 
American Movie - 7: 15 
p.m., 9:35 p.m. and Saturday 
and Sunday matinees at 2: 15 
p.m. and 4:35 p.m. 
Magnolia - 8:45 p.m. and 
Saturday and Sunday mati-
nees at 3:45 p.m. 
' 
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<lleck out more comics 
Read local cartoonist 
Eddie Oomaingue's ·ic-
on the Classified page. 
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HERE'S M'< CO-ROM i IT HAS A FILM 
BUSINESS CARD. • ARCHIVE OF ALL I M'( CHAAACTE_R __ 
I REVIEWED '<OUR 
CD-ROM BUSINESS 
CARD LAST NIGHT. 
I FLN.J&. 
E 
8 
l 
i 
E 
8 j 
I BROWSED 
'<OUR PERSONAL 
WEB PAGE. 
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YOU TO REVIEW ! TYPO! AMGHJ ,i r\Y WORLD IS I 
FLYING APART!f~ • 
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MY FIRST DRAFT. I 
I DID THE ANAL '<SIS 
USING YOUR BAD 
ASSUMPTIONS. 
'-.\ I 
,....'::"::::::::::::::::::::::::~~"::_--- E ,-::======~-, 
8 I DISCOVERED i I CANCELLED 
OUR DUMPSTER 
SERVICE TO 
SAVE MONEY. 
i AN ALTERNATIVE j THAT COSTS 
I u.)\NT '<OU TO 
PERFORM A GAP 
ANAL '<SIS FOR 
OUR DEPARTMENT. 
.. 
I NOTHING. 
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I ALREADY 
HAD ONE 
IN M'< 
HEAD. 
YOU KILLED 
ANNE L. RETENTIVE 
LJITHA 
TYPO? NO, 
SHE'S 
IN A 
COMMA. 
EVER '<ONE TEAR 
OFF A PIECE AND 
PUT IT IN '<OUR 
POCKET. 
THE GAP IS 
LOCATED BElWEEN 
1tJO POINT'< 
TUFTS OF HAIR 
THAT MOVE ABOUT 
THE OFFICE. 
By Leigh Rubin 
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h's hard breaking up . ... Everywhere I tum 
I'm reminded of her." 
-RUBes· By Leigh Rubin 
- \ 
';I@ II~ 
The Black Widow support group 
By Leigh Rubin 
. ' - ' 
To place a ~lassified 
Please contact Maria 
Stavropoulos, classified 
manager, at 274-1618 . 
. • 
. ~ ' 
E1nployn1ent 
UNIVERSl:rY BARTENDING 
Classes start soon 
Student discounts 
1-800-U-CAN-MIX 
www.universitybartending.com 
Spaces Limited. 
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW 
YORK Co-ed Trim-down Fitness 
Camp. Hike ~-play in the Catskill 
Mountains, yet only 2 hrs from NY 
City. Have a great summer. Make a 
difference in kid's lives! Good 
salary, internship credits & free 
Rm./Bd. All Sports, Water Skiing, 
Canoeing, Ropes, Lifeguards, 
Crafts, Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition & 
Counselors, K~chen, Office, & 
Night Watchman. 120 positions. 
Camp Shane (914) 271-4141 Web: 
www.campshane.com. 
HAVE SUMMER PLANS VET? 
Top boys sports camp in Maine, 
needs to find a few more great 
coaches and counselors. Can 
you teach a team sport (do you 
play for school?), or an individual 
sport like tennis, golf, swimming, 
or ropes (climbing wall?). If your 
summer is still undecided, enjoy 
kids and the outdoors, and would 
like to make a few bucks to boot, 
then this camp is for you. June 
18-Aug. 11, call 888-camp-wild 
or fill out an application at 
www.can:ipwildwood.com. 
Do you enjoy a challenge? Did 
you score exceptionally well on 
your SATs, GREs, MCATs, 
GMATs, or LSATs? The Princeton 
Review is looking for teachers in 
the Ithaca area. E-mail your 
resume to: 
suenavarro@susann@review.com 
or send it to: The Princeton 
Review 4498 Main St. Suite #2 
Snyder, NY 14226. 
Taughannock Farms Inn has 
these jobs open: Server, cashier, 
bartender, front desk assistant 
(AM) Call 387-6229. 
Need money for your group or 
organization? Earn up to 500+ per 
week for your organization assist-
ing various promotions on your 
campus. We've helped thousands 
of groups raise the money they 
need. Call 1-800-592-2121 ext. 
725 Free CD to qualified callers. 
East Side Restaurant 
Waiter/Waitress 
Experienced Only 
FulVPart nme 
East Hill Plaza 256-3000. 
Travel 
· -CSP Management 2n.«>961 
3 & 5 BEDROOMS 2 blocks to the 
Commons. Bright, furnished, car-
peted, 2 floor apt. Bus to IC at cor-
ner. Includes! 273-9462. 
BRAND NEW STUDIO APART-
MENTS ON ITHACA COMMONS 
The Colonial Studios, each new 
apartment has big private room, 
kitchen unit, bath, new furniture. 
Laundry and TV lounge. Bus to IC 
at door. $380-495 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com 
COMMONS WEST DOWN-
TOWN'S BEST ELEVATOR 
BUILDING Luxury studio, 1, 2, 
and 3 bedrooms on Ithaca 
Commons. Bright, quiet, air condi-
tioned apartment, huge windows 
and closets. Enjoy intercom, laun-
dry, on-site staff. Bus to IC at cor-
ner. 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com. 
COMMONS STUDIOS 
Downtown, 100 to Simeon's qual-
ity building, furnished, intercom, 
laundry, microwave, TV lounge. 
Bus to IC at comer. Quiet people. 
From $390 includes. An amazing 
value. Built 1995. 273-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com. 
NEW TOP QUALITY STUDENT 
ROOMS Grand Victorian Mansion 
with charm and character. New in 
1999! Your own mini kitchen, TV 
lounge, laundry, utilities included, 
parking available. From $330 273-
9462. 
3 to 4 bedroom, 1 1/2 townhouse. 
Hardwood floors, garage, w/d, 
dishwasher, yard, lots of light. 
$295-$325 per person plus utili-
ties. AK Properties, Inc. 277-7291. 
2 bdrm, furnished or unfurnished, 
lots of light. Located on 
Pennsylvania Ave. $300 per per-
son includes heat. AK Properties, 
Inc. 277-7291. 
4 bedroom near Regan's, lots of 
light hardwood flo~rs, free park-
ing, close to campus. $275 per 
person incl. utilities. AK 
Properties, Inc. 277-7291. 
3 bedroom with waher/dryer on 
Pennsylvania Ave, lots of light, fur-
nished, unfurnished, huge livin-
groom, $295 per person plus 
utilites. AK Properties, Inc. 277-
7291. 
3 bedroom with hardwood floors, 
french doors, waher/dryer, lots of 
light, parking, $330 per person, 
plus utilities. AK Properties, Inc. 
277-7291. 
IC GRADUATION! COZY 
Thursday 
March 30, 2000 
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IC BY EDDIE-DOMAINGUE 
l'M RYAN MILLER. Cjl-1.RIA. WILLA WE:LL I TH€ 6VIL PART IS 
WOMAN E-V€R NOP€. 
RESPEC"T ME 
FOR WHO I 
SOWEME6T NO 
Ac;AIN. yovt yovt'RE 
CANNOT R€SIST NOT 
MILLER.. 
COTTAGE 20 minutes from IC on 
Cayuga Lake, sleeps 6, sun 
porch, water front picnic area & 
dock, 273-3054. 
HOUSE AVAILABLE FOR 
GRADUATION WEEKEND CALL 
277-3929 FOR DETAILS. 
Besemer Station Inn a new bed 
& breakfast is accepting reserva-
tions, including IC graduation. 
Just 5 miles E of Ithaca. 539-6319 
www.lightlink.com/donald/inn. html 
WEEKEND HOUSE RENTALS 
Family home, well cared for, Great 
location. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths 
$500/night 
Charming h·ome with lake view, 
sleeps 6, 1 bath. $375/night 
Apartments available $125/night 
Bed and Breakfast in family 
homes. Call 607-272-7344 
LAKE: '00-'01 academic year. 5 
bdrm furnished; carpeting, 
appliances, fireplace, deck, dock. 
Start late August. $1,400+ 277-
3370. 
1 Bedroom Apt. Fully Furnished, 
Off Street Parking, Call 272-
5647, 280-3258 or 273-5192. 
5 & 6 Bedroom House Near 
Commons! Large bedrooms. 2 
baths, dining room, hardwood 
floors and carpet, fully furnished. 
Only $256 per person! 
THAT YES IT DOES, 
yov1.CARRY 
Hvl.MAN DNA 
laundry on site - $240 per person. 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
downtown, beautiful spacious, 
Victorian House, furnished, close to 
Campus & Commons, bus route. 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
AVAILABLE AUG. 2000 -Aug. 
2001 PAVED PARKING SPACES 
ON PROSPECT ST. FOR 
DETAILS PLEASE CALL 272-
0365. 
2 Bedroom Apartments. Foot of 
968 Heat & Hot Water Included, 
Fully Furnished, Laundry, Some 
Parking. $71 O 273-1654. 
Home Available for graduation and 
alumni weekends. See web site for 
details: 
CS.CORNELL.EDU/LAGOZE/PER 
SONAUANN/CEDARHOLM.HTM 
or call 277-3929. 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apts 1 mile to IC 
Furnished 10 mos Lease. All Utilrt1es 
And Parking Included 277-3937. 
South Hill and near the Commons. 
Two, three and four bedroom 
apartments. New Listings! Nice 
condition, new furniture. Call 387-
5897 or visit PPMhomes.com. 
Apartments for 2000-01. South Hill 
DAMN I Cjvt€S.S you COvtLt:> 
yov1. - Y.,E MY FATHE 
winy Y,L,1.T TliAT WOvtLP 
RACOON IMPLY soME rHINC, 
PROPHET 1HA1 I DON'T £VEN 
"\ 
and Downtown. Two, three & four 
bedrooms. Great condition, new 
furniture. Laundry. Wood floors. 
Close to Commons, bus. Call 
387-5897 or visit PPMhomes.com. 
Students Live In Center Ithaca. 
Commons living at its best. 
Furnished and unfurnished 1 
bedroom apts. Available Now. 
Greenhouses, Skylights, Patio 
Access and Lovely City Views. To 
Visit Center Ithaca Apts. call 272-
5275 days, 532-4767 eves./ 
weekends or drop by the Center 
Ithaca Rental Office on the 
mezzanine. 
S. Aurora St. below Rogan's. 
Large 3 bedroom Apts. newly 
renovated, carpeted, furnished. 
Large porch and yard. Days -
272-3389 Evenings- 533-8637. 
719 EAST STATE 
2 and 3 Bedrooms, furnished, 
laundry on site, heat included, some 
parking available for August 2000. 
Close to IC/CORNELL and 
downtown. 257-0313. 
Apts. across Ithaca Falls. Available 
A~gust 2000. 2 B.R. plus smaller 3rd 
bedroom/DEN. Includes all plus 
fum~re. 326 E. Falls St. $810. Call 
for appt. 257-0313. 
Continued on page 27 
C.S.P Management 277-6961. 
4 Bedroom 2 Bath House Near 
Commons &IC! furnished, 
STILL RENTING FOR 
2000-2001 
Be Flexlble ... Save $$$ Europe 
$159 (o/w + taxes) Cheap Fares 
Worldwide!! Mexico/Caribbean 
$199 (r/t + taxes) Call: 800-326-
2009 www.4cheapair.com. 
·-' __ , : '"Ahhh" /t-:'_,,:.? .. _.. ~-r-. _:_ ••• Beautiful two, three, four, and five bedroom apartments 
Mexlco/C8ribbean or Central 
America $229 r.l Europe $169 o.w. '" 
0ttlel' wortd wide destinations 
cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET 
YOU THERE aEAPERJ Book 
tickets onllne www.alrtech.com or 
(212)219-7000. 
For Rent 
3 Bedroom Apartment near 
Commons & IC! furnished, coin-
op laundry, porch, heat & hot 
water included - $275 per person. 
.. _)··-~- ·.:-:·It,.$ Almost Spring!" 
Fun & funky 
· fashions, jewelry, 
accessories, and 
textiles arriving 
daily! 
furnished, free parking, on-site laundry and office 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
Walking distance to IC campus 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMENTS 
277-1221 
collcgccirclc@clarityconncct.com 
.... 
- ·--
I 
1 
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Don't just hit the beach, hit the books this summer and you'll be on your way to 
an easier fall semester, an early graduation, or a head start on your graduate degree! 
Enroll in one or both of Pace University's summer sessions. Undergraduate 
courses are available in the Arts, Business, Computer Science, Education, Information leafJMZ 
Systems, Liberal Arts, Nursing and Sciences. Graduate courses are available in Business, T / 
Computer Science, Counseling, Education, Environmental Science, Information Systems, 
Nursing, Public Administration, Publishing and Telecommunications. 
And six-week sessions allow for plenty of summertime living. 
live 
Summer session students enrolled iu at least 6 credits may live on either the New York City 
(downtown) or Pleasantville campuses for only $76 a week. Amazing when you consider all 
you'll be close to ••• the South Street Seaport, Greenwich Village, Little Italy, Chinatown and 
Central Park. Not the city type? Then consider our Pleasantville campus, where you'll find 
swimming, jogging and tennis facilities. 
Don't procrastinate! Spaces are filling up quickly. 
Register today in order to make the most of your summer. 
register" 
For more information, call (212) 346-1927 or (914) 773-3700, 
ext 2790, visit us at www.pace.edu or 
e-mail infoctl@pace.edu (include en. 2790 in your e-mail). 
SUMMER SESSION 1 BEGINS MAY 30, 2000 
SUMMER SESSION 2 BEGINS JULY 10, 2000 
PACE 
UNIVERSITY 
Please send me a Pace summer class schedule 
Name:_· _______________ SS#(optional): ______ _ 
Collcgccurrcndy attending: _____________________ _ 
Address: __________________________ _ 
City/state/zip: ________________________ _ 
Phone number: ___________ E-mail address: ________ _ 
Area of interest: ________________________ _ 
Locaoon: 0 New York City Downtov-n Campus 
0 New York City Midtown Campus 
0 Graduate programs O Undergraduate programs 
0 I'm interested in living on campus 
IJ Pleasantville Campus 
IJ White Plains Graduate Center 
Mail coupon to: Pace Univusit}> Admission Information Center 
1 Pace Plaza, New York, NY 10038 
Or facsimile to: 212-346-1821 2790 
._ ______________________________________________________________________ .., ___________________________ ~ 
VHS 
I. The Sixth Sense 
2. Eyes Wide Shut 
3. Stigmata 
4. The Bone Collector 
5. The Omega Code 
I. Taxi Driver 
2.Seven 
3. Heat 
4. Mission: Impossible 
5. Aliens 
THE AREAS LARGEST & BEST TANNING CENTERS 
OVER 50 TANNING UNITS 
OVER 1000 APPOINTMENTS PER DAY 
·sTAND-UPS LAY-DOWNS 
SUBSCRIBE 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2000 
Register for Fall 2000 Courses 
It's Sc1fe - FUN - Afforqc1ble 
PE 107 Course Credit 
Beginner Scuba 
nation a laq uatic.com 
1-800-SEA-DIVE 
Get more 
bang for 
your buck! 
Advertise with 
The Ithacan. 
Call 274-1618. 
Thank you. Thank you. 
Thank you. All you do is 
SO appreciated. 
-Elizabeth 
Cash 
Advance 
CASH for your clothes 
Trader K's 
Rothschllds Building 
The Commons 
272-4011 
call for details 
-
,. 
Didygow ... 
The women' crosse 
team has ot lost to 
Oneonta lj1 games. 
~------· ~~- ' . 
, ~- '! , / ; .. , 
,, . ~-
Thursday 
March 30, 2000 
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;aring lanes 
Me~ s and womens track-and-field teams concerned with lack of coaches 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
With a present coaching staff of six for the spring 
season, several athletes on the men's and women's 
track-and-field teams said they feel they do not re-
ceive a sufficient amount of individual attention from 
their coaches. 
The athletes said the problem is the result of the 
team's small coaching staff. 
"The amount of coaches we have right now [does 
not fit] the amount of athletes that need to be 
coached," said senior captain and middle-distance 
runner Josh Egan. 
Currently. Jim Nichols is the head coach for both 
the men's and women's track teams. In 1998 Nichols 
served as men's head coach, but after Kelli Bert (then-
women 's head coach) left the program, he assumed 
both roles. 
Although it has been two years, Athletics Direc-
tor Kristen Ford said a search for another head coach 
has not been attempted. The delay was a result of a 
transition period occurring within the athletics pro-
gram, she said. 
"Kelli Bert resigned late in the summer and 
Nichols took over both positions," she said. 'The in-
tent was that we would then review and go back to 
replacing Kelli Bert but then [Betsy] Alden (former 
athletics director) left. So through the transition pe-
riod it stayed as it was with the understanding that 
whoever was the permanent director would then re-
v; ... , ar~ m'lkc a decision as to the direction of the 
proJZr.in 
A search for a part-time assistant coach to replace 
Eric Jackson, who resigned two weeks ago, is cur-
rently being conducted. Nichols will also receive 
part-time help from Bill Ware, who was head coach 
for the women's cross-country team this past fall. 
Nichols said there are pluses and minuses to 
being the sole head coach. He said it is easier to 
coordinate practices but there is more paperwork. 
Some athletes said they feel two teams should not 
share one coach. 
"We arc two separate teams," senior hurdler Lloyd 
Goldberg said. "They would never consider 
combining the men's and women's basketball or 
lacrosse teams because they arc two separate 
teams. 
"If they arc going to keep the one-coach system, 
they should hire a full-time assistant track coach who 
specializes in jumping, sprinting and hurdling," Gold-
berg said. 
Nichols also said the teams need more coaches with 
expertise in the different fields of the sport. 
"What we need is experienced coaches who can 
coach events and cover all the events within the pro-
gram," Nichols said. 'That will help all athletes. male 
or female." 
Aside from Andrea Hink, a full-time assistant spe-
cializing in throwing events, each of the other full-
time assistant track coaches carry the responsibili-
ty of directing other Ithaca College sport teams. As-
sistant track coaches Mindy Quigg, Janet Donovan 
and Andrew Byrne each head coach women's soc-
cer, volleyball and men's soccer, respectively. 
Ford talked to the captains individually and some 
said they mentioned their discontent about the num-
ber of coaches. 
"I made it as clear as possible that one coach 
for two teams is unacceptable," Goldberg said. 
"Regardless of how good a coach Nichols is, he 
doesn't have the time to coach 100 athletes." 
Not all the athletes of the team said they feel it is 
understaffed. Junior jumper Dustin Cook said he is 
content with the amount of attention he receives but 
understands his teammates' feelings. 
"I'm a lot more independent as far as training 
goes," he said. "A lot of people [on the team] liked 
to be watched and criticized [but] I don't mmd be-
ing on my own. Coach Nichols seems like he's a busy 
man and it's understandable that some people feel 
they aren't receiving enough attention." 
Senior captain Cara Devlin said she docs not think 
the number of coaches ha<; affected the team. 
"It's tough on [Nichols] trying to be able to get 
to everybody, but we have extra help," she said. "It 
ha,;n't affected the team ma negative way at all. It's 
not the best amount [ of individual help]. but 
[Nichols] makes himself available in his office in ca~e 
anyhody wants to talk about anything." 
Ford said the athletics budget does play a part in 
the hiring process. 
"I have ·x' number of dollars and I have to de-
termine how the money is going to be utilized, so it 
does factor in," Ford said. 
Working with the budget, Ford said she will be 
spending the spring season trying to get the infor-
mation needed to make a decision regarding the 
direction of the track program. 
' 
-~ 
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'Tis the season 
to be batty 
The season is about to begin. 
For the Cubs, Mets and Japan, it 
already has. The wait in North 
. America is about over. 
Birds arc chirping, frisbecs are 
flying and the sun is shining once 
again. 
This of course means one 
thing: baseball. 
The national pastime: A sport 
that 1s such a part of our heritage 
that its history may one day be a 
required course. April may be 
become Baseball History Month. 
Every year around this time a 
certain excitcment goes through 
me. Like Pavlov's dogs with a 
hell, I have been trained to look 
forward to Opening Day. 
I remember my first Opening 
Day. I was in first grade. It was a 
Monday afternoon game. It was a 
school day. 
I didn't go to school that day. 
I remember cages and cages 
of doves being let loose and 
--- circling the stadium a number of 
times in a glorious ceremony. 
The fans were buzzing, happy to 
be watching the game they love. 
I remember my team winning. 
There was hope in the air that 
our team might win the World 
Series that year. And that is 
another great thing about 
Opening Day: your team is in 
first place. The World Series is 
still a possibility. 
But fewer and fewer people of 
our generation seem to like 
baseball as much as I do. Many 
fans' attention has been diffused 
among a number of different 
sports. Whereas a child growing 
up in the 1930s had only baseball 
to occupy him or her, today's 
youths spread their allegiance 
among a variety of activities. 
Also a source of baseball 
~ apathy is the complaint that the 
game is too slow. I'll concede that 
especially on television, I 
understand this criticism. · 
Regardless, it is an argument 
based on ignorance. 
The best part about baseball is 
the intricacies and strategics that 
arc a part of the game. There 1s 
so much thinking and 
maneuvering that goes on 
between each pitch. 
Let's say it's a 3-2 count lo a 
right-handed pull hitter with two 
outs in the fifth inning. The first 
baseman is playing off the line, 
allowing the runner a lead. The 
runner on first base will be 
going on the pitch. The force at 
second may be difficult. A hit to 
the gaps will score the runner. 
This is the type of thing a 
baseball fan can appreciate. 
~ -i:- Even when the ball is not in 
play, there is plenty of action 
happening on the field, you just 
have to recognize it. 
So another season is upon us. 
-r· _This one began with Chicago 
playing New York in the land of 
the rising sun. And the season still 
has the potential to end with your 
team making it to the World 
Series. The snow has melted 
away and the grass is green and 
glistening. 
-·t Play ball. 
r• 
Chris O'Connell is a junior 
television-radio major. 
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Bombers submerge. Laker~ 
'. BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
Staff Writer 
Being down by four goals can 
certainly be motivational. The 
men's lacrosse team was down 6-
2 in the second quarter against Os-
wego Wednesday. But it came back 
scoring seven goals in less than 12 
and a half minutes, closing the 
third quarter with a 14-8 lead. 
The Blue and Gold (3-2) 
hosted the Lakers after losing its 
last two games against Nazareth 
and Elmira. Now ranked 13th in 
the latest national poll, the 
Bombers' win gave Oswego its 
first loss of the season with the 19-
9 finish. 
Junior attack Dan Karg said the 
training at the beginning of the 
week helped carry the team 
through the game. 
uMonday and Tuesday we had 
two great practices, and we just 
knew that we had to come in to-
day and get a win," Karg said. 
t ~- -- ' 
Senior attackers Ron Messmer 
and Mike Urgo led the team to its 
victory. Messmer tallied five 
goals and two assists while Urgo 
logged one goal and four assists. 
Sophomore midfielder Sam Grif-
fo scored three goals and one as-
sist. 
KATIE SCHLEE/ THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR MIDFIELDER PAUL WIERZBIENIEC looks to take the shot In Wednesday's 19-9 victory 
against Oswego on the Upper Terrace Field. Ithaca (3-2) ended a two-game loslng streak with the win. 
Griffo said the team realized it 
had to pick up the game after be-
ing down in the first half. 
"We came out in the third 
quarter and stepped up the 
game," Griffo said. "We started 
running harder, passing better 
and shooting the ball a little bit bet-
ter." 
Coach Jeff Long said the team 
made the decision to tum the game 
around after a shaky first half. 
"We talked a little bit at halftime 
about just getting back to playing 
the game," Long said. "Playing re-
laxed but with a litle bit of inten-
sity." 
After the Bombers scored 
three straight goals in the third 
quarter, senior midfielder Erik 
Wytenus urged his teammates to 
get "one more" goal. Seconds lat-
er freshman midfielder Dennis 
Juleffput one in the net. Ilha~ then 
scored two more goals before the 
clock ran out on the third quarter 
ending the six goal streak. 
'This was certainly a faster pace 
[than Elmira]," Long said. "It 
was a more fun game to play as 
well, just because it was up and 
down [the field] a little bit." 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
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Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge •. ~here 
you'll get paid 'to learn how to become a leader and acquire- ,_t 
skills that'll help you meet the challeriges you'll face in ·your, • 
career. Apply today at ~ 'Army ROTC department, with no: . ·, 
obligation. Before thaf~ice tells you to take a vacation. ·: -;:-: 
:~::;_:·_::·MIMY.ROIC ... ~e--~:·~:-~l' _:_- .-~.;- ~ "'-~'~ 
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But it is not just fun and games for 
the Bombers, especially against 
RIT on Saturday. 
"We have a heck of a task on 
Saturday," Long said. ''This one is 
over and we· are looking ahead to 
RIT already and seeing if we can 
continue to keep the pace up." 
The Blue and Gold will host the 
Tigers on the Upper Terrace Field. 
al 2 p,m. 
Oufstant.in_J 
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Ben Light's name is nearly 
synonymous with Ithaca 
College. A 1932 graduate, he 
excelled in sports, and, during 
his senior year, was named to 
coach the varsity football team 
in James (Bucky) Freeman's 
absence. An educator and 
administrator, he held virtually 
every key position at Ithaca 
during the I 950s and 60s. His 
titles included Director of 
Admissions and Placement, 
Secretary of the College, and the 
college's first Director of 
Development. Light mobilized 
the revitalization of the alumni 
association and organized the 
Parents Association. Ben Light 
Gymnasium was named in his 
honor prior to his death in 1971. 
The Alumni Associalion will honor 
his memory with I his award al 
Reunion, June 1-4, 2000. 
Ithaca College 
Alumni Association 
a~, Office of Alumni Rdations 
, I r-::::::::wJ ( • ~ ~J }:l 2 IO Alwnni Hall 
~- www.ithaica.edlllalunmi 
~Ph: 214-1392 • Fax 274--1370 
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Baseball 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Staff Writer 
Before the weather defeated it 
Tuesday and Wednesday, the 
Bomber baseball team had a per-
fect weekend, going 3-0 at home. 
Saturday, St. John Fisher in-
vaded Bucky Freeman Field and 
gave Ithaca nearly all it could han-
dle before succumbing, 3-2. 
The Cardinals tied the game at 
two in the top of the eighth, but the 
South Hillers regained the lead in 
the bottom half. Senior captain 
"Dave Meluni singled, sending ju-
nior outfielder Ron Amato home 
with the go-ahead run. 
Ithaca swept a doubleheader 
from Oswego Sunday. Game 2 was 
hotly contested, but the Bombers 
scored four in the fourth to win, 8-
5. After a rocky start by junior Matt 
Lynch, sophomore Jake Upwood 
settled things to grab his .second 
win. 
The first game was a laugher as 
Ithaca scored in each of the first 
four innings and coasted to a I 0-4 
win. Junior Jeremy Rivenburg 
pitched five innings of one-hit ball 
to record the win. 
The Bombers host Brockport to-
day at 3 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
The men's tennis team rolled 
past Elmira Monday, 7-0, improv-
ing its record to 5-5. 
first doubles, 8-2, to pick up his 98th 
career win. He has a chance to be-
come only the second Bomber to 
win I 00 matches when Ithaca 
faces St. John Fisher on Friday. 
The other five Bombers also 
won at singles against the Soaring 
Eagles, all in straight sets. The 
Bombers' third-doubles team fell to 
Dave Olsen and Mike Ostrander, 8-
6, but Ithaca still picked up the sev-
enth overall point by winning the 
other two doubles matches. 
The match was scheduled to be 
Ithaca's first at home this spring, but 
was moved to Elmira. The 
Bombers, who were coming off a 4-
3 loss lo Vassar Sunday, will have to 
wait unti I April 4 for their first home 
match, when they host Oneota. 
Women's lacrosse 
BY DAN ABBOTT 
Staff Writer 
Playing its third game in less 
than a week, the women's 
lacrosse team (4-2) blew out 
Oneonta Sunday on the Upper 
Terrace Field. Nine Bombers net-
ted goals on the way to a 17-3 rout 
of the Red Dragons 
Junior attack Jen Regan and 
sophomore midfielder Elisa 
Pomeranz each scored three goals 
to lead Ithaca, while senior attack 
Jen Herlihy, junior attack Kelly 
Bliss, and freshmen attackers Eri-
ca Granzin and Calyn Acebes had 
two goals apiece. 
Freshman Carrie Gross spent the 
majority of the game in net, and did 
not give up a goal until late in the 
second half. Gross filled in for ju-
nior goaltender Brooke Andrews 
midway through the first half. 
The Bombers pelted Oneonta 
with 43 shots, their highest total of 
the season. Oneonta only managed 
15 shots, and was forced to defend 
in its own zone for the majority of 
the game. 
breds scored the first goal of the 
game and it was lied 3-3 with eight 
minutes remaining in the first 
half, but Ithaca scored six of the 
next seven goals to pull away. 
Ithaca travels to Cortland at 4 
p.m. on Wednesday. 
Softball 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The softball team was scheduled 
to play eight games in six days, but 
the weather Wednesday caused 
the Bombers and Binghamton to 
cancel their doubleheader. As a re-
sult, Ithaca gets four days of rest be-
tween its doubleheader Monday 
and its games in Springfield, 
Mass., Saturday. 
The Bombers entered Mon-
day's game with an 0-4 record 
when giving up more than two runs. 
Ithaca sent senior tri-captain 
Robin Bimson to the mound for 
both games of the doubleheader and 
she came through the way a senior 
should, giving up two runs in 13 in-
nings pitched, receiving the win in 
both games. 
Junior tri-captain Laura Remia hit 
her 32nd career home run in Game 
2, as Ithaca cruised to a 4-0 win. 
With runners on first and third, 
two outs and Ithaca up two runs, 
Bimson struck out Rensselaer 
shortstop Stacey Eisenman to secure 
Ithaca's 4-2 win in Grune I. 
Friday and Saturday, Ithaca 
split its four games in the Montclair 
State Tournament. 
The Bombers lost to the host 
team, 3-1, Saturday. Earlier in the 
day, Bimson pitched seven strong 
innings, helping the Blue and 
Gold to a 2-0 win over Muhlenberg. 
Friday, the Bombers lost to 
William Patterson, 5-3. 
Ithaca began the tournament 
defeating Bridgewater State, 4-1. 
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Senior Matt Schultz, the top-
seeded singles player, defeated 
Mike Gamble, 7-5, 6-1, and won at 
Ithaca also led, 46-13, in 
ground balls, and won 15 more 
draw controls than Oneonta. 
Saturday, the Bombers defeated 
Skidmore, 14-7. The Thorough-
Ithaca travels on Saturday to 
Springfield to play the Pride and the 
College of New Jersey, Sunday to 
Keene State for a doubleheader and 
Tuesday to Cortland for another 
double-header. 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR CATCHER SCOTT ALLEN talks with junior pitcher Jeremy 
Rivenburg in Game 1 Sunday against Oswego. Hhaca won, 10-4. 
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Bombers place fourth at nationals 
BY STAN DOMBROWSKI 
S!~[f Writer ____________ _ 
Ithaca walked into the National 
Gymnastics Collegiate Associa-
tion Championship at Sp_ringficld 
knowing that it had the ability to 
compete with the upper-echelon 
programs in the sport. As a team the 
Bombers placed fourth out of 
e1!!hl. 
- Schools like Wisconsin-La 
Crosse and host Springfield were the 
ones the Bombers knew they 
would have to knock off m order to 
- ... hhve any chance of winning the na-
twnal championship. Unfortu-
nately for the Bombers, there was 
no national championship in the end. 
"We did our hest," coach Rick 
Suddahy said. "As a team we hit 2> 
out of 24 routme~. We 1call) 
couldn ·1 do a helter Job then what 
we did.'' 
Ithaca finished fourth hcluntl 
powerhou~es Hamlme. \V1.,..:on-
~m-La Crosse and Spr111gfil'ld 
The final score for the Bombc1 ~ wa~ 
147 200. merely .75 po111t, hcl11nd 
the 147.950 posted hy Springfield 
"Springfield had a great day and 
we JUS! had to be belier than them 
m order to heat them at home. Un-
fortunately we were not," Suddaby 
said. 
was exciting and allowed a lot of 
people to come sec us." 
The meet was held over a two-
day period. On Friday all eight 
schools competed against each 
other in the team competition. The 
individual performance competition 
was Saturday where the top 12 
gymnasts in each event competed 
against each other in an aucmpt to 
earn All-America status. 
This year three Bombers re-
ceived the honor of being All-Amer-
ican. Sophomore Pam Garroway 
earned her first career All-America 
honor after tying fourth in the bars 
wllh a combined score of 18.625. 
"The whole competition was a 
great experience for me," Garroway 
~aid "As a ieam we did as hes! we 
could to try and knock off the top 
~dmob. We couldn't do that, hut we 
:-.till felt proud of what we were able 
to do. For me personally, my per-
ronnancc [ 111 the uneven bars] 
went well. I'm very happy with 
what I did." · 
Genna also earned her first ca-
reer All-America honor by placing 
third m the bars with a combined 
~core of 18.9 
"I unproved on the bars from 
15th place to third place in the 
course of just a year," Genoa said. 
"This year I was really focused on 
the bars and that turned out to help 
me." 
The Blue and Gold improved on 
last year's seventh-place finish m 
--~he championslup. 
"Everyone on the team was 
prepared for this meet," sophomore 
Jocelyn Genoa said. "It was the best 
meet of the year for us. There were 
a lot of people there supporting us 
which helped. Also, this year, the 
meet was held closer to home which 
Junior Stacey Coleman fin-
ished the season as the third AII-
Amcrican, by taking fifth place in 
the all-around event with a score of 
36.95, a career high, in the team 
competition. In individual compe-
tition she had a combined score of 
18.825 in the beam to give Coleman 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE PAM GARROWAY competes on the uneven bars Jan. 29. She placed fourth on the uneven 
bars at the National Collegiate Gymnastics Association Championship Saturday in Springfield. 
-- -~ 
- " 
her third All-America honor. 
Now the Bomhers look to-
wards next year with more enthu-
siasm. 
"The goal is to peak the program 
next year," Suddaby said. "We're 
not graduating any people so the 
team we have now will be back and 
even our freshmen have assumed 
some responsibilities so we're go-
ing to be solid this year and for the 
next few years." 
Rochester Area Students: 
Move Closer to Your Degree ... 
While You're Closer to Home. 
Summer Classes Available In: 
Art History 
Business Administratiop/ Health Science 
Management 
Chemistry 
Education 
English 
Italian 
Literature 
Math 
Music 
Philosophy 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Religious Studies 
Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Theatre Arts 
Call our Office of Part-Time Enrollment Services for registration information: 1-800-441-0288 ( 
(716) 389-2050. 
For direct access, visit our website and view a full listing and descriptions of Summer Session 
cou;··.;,_~s: www.naz.edu/1ummer 
l ~\eth College · -~•- -
4245 East Avenue• Rochester, NY 14618-3790 
- , '"-. 
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Scoreboard 
Baseball (9-5) 
Wednesday, March 29 
. • ppd, rain (rescheduled for today at 3 
p.m.) 
Tuesday, March 28 
• ppd, rain (no make-up date) 
Sunday, March 26 
• Ithaca def. Oswego, 8-5 
• Ithaca def. Oswego, 1 Q-4 
Saturday, March 25 
• Ithaca def. St. John Fisher, 3-2 
Gymnastics 
Friday, March 24 
• Ithaca placed fourth at the National 
Collegiate Gymnastics Association 
Championship 
Men's lacrosse (2-2) 
Wednesday, March 29 
• Ithaca def. Oswego, 19-9 
Saturday, March 25 
• Elmira def. Ithaca, 12-11 
Women's lacrosse (4-2) 
Sunday, March 26 
• Ithaca def. Oneonta, 17-3 
Saturday, March 25 
• Ithaca def. Skidmore, 14-7 
Softball (14-5) 
Wednesday, March 29 
• ppd, rain (rescheduled for April 11 at 
3p.m.) 
Monday, March 27 
• Ithaca def. Rensselaer, 4--0 
• Ithaca def. Rensselaer, 4-2 
Saturday, March 25 , 
• Montclair St. def. lthaca,,2-1 
•Ithaca.def.Muhlenberg, 2-0 
Friday, March 24 
• Wilham Patterson def. Ithaca, 5-3 (8) 
• Ithaca def. Bridgewater State, 4-1 
Men's tennis (5-5) 
, Monday, March 27 
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By the Numbers Compiled by John Davis 
Top Five 
Gymnastics 
National Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association Championship 
March 24 
No. ~ Points 
1. Hamline University (Minn.) 148.625 
2. W1SCOnsin-La Crosse 148.225 
3. Springfield (Mass.) 147.950 
4. Ithaca 147.200 
5. Cortland 146.575 
6. Gustavus Adolphus (Minn.) 145.525 
7. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 145.225 
8. Ursinus (Pa.) 143.500 
AH-Around 
1. Lindsay Odom (UH) 37.250 
5. Stacey Coleman 36.950 
Ymll! 
1. Sajdah Ahmad (RIC) 9.600 
T23. Coleman 9.300 
Uneven~ 
1. Sulekha Modi (CO) 9.600 
3. Jocelyn Genoa 9.425 
Balance Bum 
1. Niki Hoi<ta (UW-Whitewater) 9.650 
T4. Coleman 9.425 
.B22£Exerc1se 
1. Sabrina Ashton {WO) 9.725 
T16. Erin Kahler 9.400 
They Said It 
Athlete of the Week 
Laura Remia 
Softball 
Junior first baseman Laura Remia's bat has been hot, even for 
her. In her last eight games, she has batted .455 (10-for-22) with 
10 runs batted in, eight runs scored, five home runs, five walks, 
one double, one triple and one stolen base. She has walked 14 
times through the team's first 19 games and is six walks short of 
the team record with 23 games remaining this season. She 
holds career records at Ithaca for home runs (32) and RBIs 
(105) and ranks seventh in Division Ill for career home runs. She 
is in the top 10 in Ithaca career batting average, runs and hits. 
She is a junior television-radio major from Hewitt, N.J. 
Sweep Directors Cup 
Tu.ftm 
Oswego 
Ithaca 
Tu.ftm 
Oswego 
Ithaca 
Baseball 
Oswego at Ithaca 
March26 
Game1 
1.2.a~~6ZE 
0000022 4 
2 3 3 2 0 0 X 10 
Game2 
1.2.a~~6Zf 
30 02000 5 
013400x 8 
Take Two 
Softball 
Rensselaer at Ithaca 
Sears Directors' Cup Standings 
Administered by the National 
Association of Collegiate Directors of 
Athletics 
March 16 
~Ifillm 
1. Williams (Mass.) 
Wisconsin-La Crosse 
3. Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
4. College of New Jersey 
5. UC-San Diego 
6. Wheaton (Ill.) 
7. Springfield (Mass.) 
8. Amherst (Mass.) 
9. Trinity (Texas) 
10. Rowan (N.J.) 
11. Wis.-Whitewater 
12. Middlebury (Vt.) 
13. Cortland 
14. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
~ 
452 
452 
394 
347 
345 
334 
331 
298 
285 
279 
276 
267 
259 
252.5 
---
• Ithaca def. Elmira, 7-0 
Sunday, March 26 "I made It as clear as possible that one 
coach for two teams Is unacceptable. 
Regardless of how good a coach 
Nichols Is he doesn't have the time to 
coach 100 athletes . ... We are two sepa-
rate teams. They would never consider 
combining the mens' and women's bas-
ketball or lacrosse teams because they 
are two separate teams." 
March27 · 15. Ithaca 251 ·-
Game1 • Vassar def. Ithaca, 4-3 
Women's tennis (12-4) 
. Sunday, March 26 :w.m 1.i a~~ 6Z E 
0000002 2 
000400x 4 
• Vassar def. Ithaca, 9-0 
BTNurnbers 
Rensselaer 
Ithaca 
9 Number of women's lacrosse 
players that scored against 
Oneonta Sunday. 
-senior hurdler Lloyd Goldberg on the 
lack of track coaches. 
Toru.n 
Game2 
1za~~2ZE 
0000000 0 
000301x 4 
Snortt 
~nors 
Rugby team sweeps weekend 
The women's rugby team defeated 
SUNY Albany, 17-0, Saturday on the road. 
Scoring tries were junior Katie Schlee and 
sophomores Monique Measures and Moni-
ca Connor. Sophomore Heather Little had a 
two-point conversion. 
In its second game of the day, the rugby 
team defeated the Albany City Team, 22-0. 
Junior Sara Fisher, freshman Marissa De Vi-
to, Measures and sophomore Kathleen 
O'Neil each scored one try. Sophomore Eri-
ka McGee had a two-point conversion. 
The team's next game is today against 
Cornell at home on the practice football field. 
The Renegades face Syracuse on Saturday 
on the practice football field. 
Women earn ECAC honors 
Freshman guard Kerri Brown and senior 
center Shari Wilkins of the women's bas-
ketball team were named to the ECAC Up-
state New York all-star team as honorable 
mention selections. 
Brown led Ithaca in scoring ( 13.6 ppg) and 
assists (94), setting school records in both. 
She is the first freshman to earn all-league 
honors. Earlier in the season Brown was cho-
sen Empirn Eight Rookie of the Week and 
Player of the Week twice, and she wa<; se-
lected to the New York State Women's Col-
legiate Athletic Association all-tournament 
team <\fter winning the state title. 
Rensselaer 
Ithaca 
Wilkins broke her own school record of 
blocked shots (51) with 67 this season. She 
is the college's career leader with 208 and 
the 2 I st Division III player with 200 in her 
career. Wilkins averaged 13 points and 7.4 
rebounds per game this season. She is tied 
fourth in rebounding and steals, with 757 and 
183 respectively. 
Britton receives ECAC honors 
Senior guard Pat Britton has been 
named ECAC Upstate New York Player of 
the Year. 
This award caps a long list of honors for 
Britton, who recently became the first Itha-
ca men's basketball player to ever cam first-
team All-America honors from the Nation-
al Association of Basketball Coaches. 
Compiled by Gerilyn Curtin 
and John Davis 
CJ Thelrlzacun • &,•ed l~iilJ.1· .. ·· 
Continued from page 21 
For Rent 
3 bdrm Remodeled, Spacious, 
Cozy, Free off-street parking. 1 O 
min walk to IC. Coddington Rd. 
Best Value! Call 272-8496. 
3-6 Bedroom Furnished Houses 
Close to IC. Call 273-4211. 
parking. 273-9300. 
Contemporary three bedroom apt. 
Desirable downtown location two 
blocks from The Commons. Two 
fuU baths, fully furnished, 
balconies, free parking available. 
Call Christina at 256-9539. 
Commons. $465. June. 
277-6961. 
NICE 3 BEDROOM. Only 
$299/ea.! incl. heat, parking 
porch, TV, lndry. June or Aug. 
277-6961 
Studio Apt Hudson St. - $400 
incl. heat, great location near I.C., 
Commons. Call Rich 272-4146. 
Twenty-Two Windows, 2 
bedrooms, eat-in kit~hen, 
hardwood floors, includes 
major utilities, furnished, laundry, 
off streetparking. 273-9300. 
Three or Four BDRM Non Coin 
Laundry Facility one and half 
Baths Parking, Balcony. Call 
273-8576. 
Services 
Computer Problem? 
16. North Central (111.) 236 
17. Calvin (Mich.) 227 
18. Macalester (Minn.) 212.5 
*The Sears Directors' Cup standings are 
determined by a school's finish in NCAA 
playoff competition in each sport. These 
standings include championships in all fall 
sports, as well as rifle, skiing, women's 
swimming and diving, men's and women's 
indoor track and field and wrestling. 
MORE 
SPORTS 
ONLINE 
Studio Apt overlooking gorge near 
Commons great location, call Rich 
272-4146 $420 includes all $50 
cash signing bonus! 272-4146. · 
Brand New Contemporary, 2 
bedroom, 2 baths, eat-in kitchen, 
fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
to campus, $1000/mo. 273-9300. 
205 Prospect St. Apt. House 3 
BDR. Available 8/25 Ask for John. 
Leave message. Ask for 
appointment to see apt. 272-2967. 
Certified mac + pc tech will fix 
your computer problem. Afford-
able rates. Call: 280-1468. 
LOCATIONS AT PROSPECT ST., 
HILLVIEW PL, AURORA ST. 
RENTING TO GROUPS 2-12 
PEOPLE FOR 2000-2001 
SCHOOL YR. CALL PETER OR 
KATHY MAUSON 273-5370. 
CONTINUE THE LEGACYIII 
BEST DEALIN TOWN 
Exciting Lofts, rustic 
conten1)0ra,y designs, stone 
fireplaces, 1&2 bedroom, include 
major utities, walk to~. off-
street parking, 273-9300. 
One Bedroom, furnished, bright 
& warm, close to IC, off-street 
Spacious 3 Bedroom 
Apartment 
on the Commons. Heat included, 
furnished. Available Aug. 1st. 
272-7441. 
ONE BEDROOM with study. 
Nice, modem kitchen/bath. Near 
Notices 
Summer School In Costa Rica-
Women in development. June 6-
23. Earn 3-6 credits. Language 
and Internship opportunities 
$1650+ Sandra Pallack 844-8211 
or pollacs@sunytccc.edu. 
Log on for daily game 
coverage and more. 
www.ithaca.ec1uf'rthacan 
---
Send information to The Ithacan, 269 
Park Hall, Ithaca College. For more 
information, contact Calendar Editors 
Melissa Fisch and Jill Hughes at 
27 4-3208 or fax 27 4-1565. 
Four-day weat_her forecast 
TODAY FRIDAY 
High: 45° - 50' 
High: 50° 
Low: 30' 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
Partly sunny _.___ Partly sunny 
High: 50°- 55° High: 55'- 60° 
Low: 30°-35° =:,!~~!!! Low: 30'-35° 
Forecast issued by the ~tional Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
·1 ()!),\ y 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
SAJURDAY 
SPORTS 
Men's and Women's Track: 
Amnesty International meeting 
L --:-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
Ithaca at Rochester 
Quadrangular - TBA 
Men's and Women's Crew: 
- Challah Baking with the Hillel 
community - 7 p.m. in the 
Terrace Dining Hall Balcony. 
Southwest Development forum 
- 8 p.m. in Textor 103. Ithaca 
Mayor Alan Cohen will be joined 
by the Citizen's Planning Alliance. 
SPORTS 
Women's Lacrosse: Ithaca at 
Cortland - 4 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
"Death of a Cof'!lmon Language" 
- 8 p.m. at the Kitchen Theatre 
Company, 116 N. Cayuga St. 
The Machine - at the Haunt. A 
Pink Floyd Experience. $10. 
Atlantic recording artista Angry 
Salad - 9:30 p.m. at Castaways, 
413 Taughannock Blvd. 
_ l'-RHJA Y 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
Last day to revoke PASS/FAIL 
semester courses. 
Last day to withdraw with "W" 
semester courses. 
Jewish Community Services -
Shabbat Services in Muller 
Chapel at 6 p.m. and dinner in the 
Terrace Dining Hall at 7 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
One Love - 9:30 p.m. at 
Castaways, 413 Taughannock 
Blvd. Real R & 8. 
Ithaca vs. Marist - 1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse: Ithaca vs. RIT 
,-2p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse: Ithaca vs. 
Frostburg - 11 a.m. 
Softball: Ithaca at Springfield -
11 a.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Make it or Break it Day! - 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Sciencenter, 
601 First Street. A day filled with 
hands-on activities to bring out the 
inventor in you! 
"Hugh Troy: Practical Joker of 
Ithaca" - 1 p.m at Tompkins 
County Museum, 401 E. State St. 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Jamo with the Burns Sisters -
9:30 p.m. at Castaways, 413 
Taughannock Blvd. Classic Rock 
& Roll from an Ithaca favorite. 
SUNrJAY 
SPORTS 
Softball: Ithaca at Keene State 
-noon 
COMMUNITY 
Cornell April Action: Panorama 
Chess Tournament-12:30 p.m 
on first floor of Goldwin Smith Hall, 
Cornell University. Registration 
begins 11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. 
$5 entry fee. Trophy prizes for 
Thursday 
March 30, 2000 
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SPARKS FLY AT CELEBRATION OF SERVICE KICKOFF 
LILLIE JONES/THE ITHACAN 
ITHACAPPELLA WAS FORCED TO temporarily move its March 23 Celebration of Service kickoff 
concert outside after a small electrlcal fire was discovered In the Campus Center Dining Hall. 
winners. 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 4 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St._ 
Grall - at the Haunt. $2 over 21 
years old. $4 under 21 years old. 
Goth/Industrial night. 
i\1()NIJAY 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
September 2000 graduation 
application due to registrar's 
office. 
Scripture Study- 7 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Bang on a Can All-Stars - 8:15 
p.m in the Ford Concert Hall. 
TUESDAY 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
History Club meeting - noon to 
1 p.m. in the Rec Center. 
STAGES meeting-12:10 p.m. 
in Friends 306. 
IC Comedy Club meeting - 7 
p.m. in Terrace 9, Room 226. 
BIGAYLA meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 309. 
SPORTS 
Women's Lacrosse: Ithaca at 
Hamilton - 4 p.m. 
Men's Tennis: Ithaca vs. 
Oneonta - 3 p.m. 
Softball: Ithaca at Cortland - 3 
p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Foundation for Local Music's 
"FLM sessions" - 9:30 p.m. at 
Castaways, 413 Taughannock 
Blvd. A collection of some of the 
best musicians from different 
locally based bands. Hard edge, 
high energy jams. 
The Slip and The Miracle 
Orchestra - at the Haunt. 9 p.m. 
$6. 
WEl)NFSL)AY 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
SPORTS 
Baseball: Ithaca at Cortland -
3:30p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse: Ithaca at 
Geneseo - 4 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
Living with a Disability - 3 p.m. 
to 5 p.rn. in the conference room 
of the Finger Lakes Independence 
Center. A continuing program 
through May 24 (every 
Wednesday). For more 
information call 272-2433. 
I If U l{SDA Y 
Fall 2000 advanced registration. 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
Amnesty International meeting 
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
COMMUNITY 
"Dream of a Common 
Language" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga 
Street. 
Electric Company with 
Ownership of the Head - 9:30 
p.m. at Castaways, 413 
Taughannock Blvd. Eclectic new 
music. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar. 
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Human Lue·:~,'.-:-.~~·.:~··:~_\>ttt explored. Many of the same emotions felt 
What's So Awful about Options? 
The reaction by many to last week's 
insen on abortion is very telling. Some 
anempted to censor the insen-:'Q_thers, 
profoundly disturbed by the biological 
facts off etal development, could not look 
through the ad. 
Someone Understood My Pain 
YoursuPf.1ementcaughtmyeye. Wnh 
the heavy guilt of an abonion 13 years ago, 
seeing a pro-life insen was a life-saver. 
The sll}'Plemem was an instrumental tool 
in helping me gain a deeper perception of 
abortion and made me realize that there are 
people out there who understand my pain. 
The testimonies gave me hope and moved 
me to rush forward with the healing pro-
cess. want to continue the healing and 
eventually speak fubliclY about abortion 
and the reality of 1ts consequences. 
· · ._.: '. , . ,'· · "'; ·. -·. -~·- ·:'..:~f--·~t· · by the would-be mother are also felt by 
u--... ~ b·;·~: ~::;...;.~-:...,,~;:..·.:··:. the would-be father. I am speaking from 
~-t .c.~,-: -_-. :·,:-'.'· J~~J}.~-,'. _ firsthand experience. My girlfriend be-:; ==~~=cW~~·: ~~ f~~~:~::C~~:de ;~~ :~;:J~: 
our time . . . _. : ---· ·. ~ ~ ,__;;- · "; terthe pregnancy was already tenrunated ... 
Qf those who decried the insen I ask, 
what is so awful about a mother changing 
her mind and deciding to keep her baby? 
Why do your abonion lobbies oppose 
informed consent, a standard practice for 
every other inrrusive medical procedure? 
What offends you about pregnancy care 
centers? The information can only help 
women make a fully informed decision. 
The reaction to the insen conf lllTls once 
again for me that the activists on the 
abortion issue are not ''pro-choice" but 
fully pro-abonion. 
·._ ... ;:'>;,~_· · Our relationship deteriorated in the 
. · - · , · , · ·::?":· ··. months after because of behavioral prob--
Because women arc ~ft-to dal·- . lems not unlike those mentioned in the 
with abortien as "if it wci-e:a· : :· insen. For many months, and even years, 
casual exttrience denied the' after this experience I sometimes try to 
h "- ' h ·· · · .. imagine what our child would look like. 
. SandyM. 
c ancc to express t C~ pam, or - What would be his or her name? Would 
grieve their loss . • • · I be a good father? These and ~any oth-
Be~usc women are being hurt 
and women are dying from 
"safe/ legal" abortions . • . 
Because every human being is 
valuable ••• 
.. . 
Because what you don't ~w .. 
can hurt ••. 
_;., __ . 
.· . ~-... ' 
,r· . . ,•_• • ,• 
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ers are the questions that still go through 
my mind. 
I am not suggesting that my pain, or 
any pain felt by males, can equal that of 
the female, but it should be addressed. Af-
ter all, abortion is an issue that touches us 
all. 
William Wheeler 
The Semantics Game: 
Kristian M. Dahl 
So1D1dbites in Penpective. 
Soundbite: I believe in a woman's ''right to choose." Choose what? - vanilla or chocolate ice cream? In the abortion issue, 
the choice is to either give the child the gift of life, or choose to have the unborn baby put to death! Abraham Lincoln once 
said; «No one ha:5 the right to do whn is wrong." Showd a child', life hanging in thc-ba1ancc be reduced to a 1egal 
"choice"? 
Soundbite: I wouldn't have an abonion myself, but I wouldn't interfere with anothtt-'s right to have (or to "choose") one. 
What if the abolitionists had bought this rationale? Would slavery have ever been banned? An analogy could be: I wouldn't 
use cocaine or excessive alcohol myself, but I wouldn't interfere with a pregnant woman's right to do so, 
Does a developing baby have a right to be protected from fetal alcohol syndrome? - from an uritimely death? 
Soundbitc: If abonion becomes .i11egal, women will reson to back a&y abortions again. 
The truth of the maner is that in 1972, the year before abonion was legalized in all .so states, 39 women died from illegal 
abortion, but, in the same year, 25 women died from legal abortions (available in two states). To stUdy an indepth examina-
tion of this issue, refer to our web site (www .humanlife.org/illegal) for the comprehensive statistical compilation by Dr. 
Jack Wtllke from his new book, 'Why Cm 't We Love Them BorJ:,. 
Scnmdbitc: Every child should be a wanted child. There may be W1planned pregnancies, but there is no· such thing as an 
"unwanted" baby. Over 2,000,000 eager couples are waiting to adopt. Abortion advocates had argued that if every child 
were "wanted," there would be no more child abuse. The opposite has happened. Child abuse has increased over 700% since 
abortion became legal in 1973. . 
·c ONT EN-TS 
' . - . . . . : ' ; ~ -~:. ' ·, . 
i was NEVER that small w~ abom rape? · 
how we grew in oilt days of 
life. see the smalles ple on 
earth. 
·vu:tims share their,. s. 
"no matter how i , 
i'm still me." · 
.behind closed doon feeling alone? 
an inside look.at.st 
unregulated med· u.ury. 
it's legal, is it safe 
real help is only a, 
call away. 1.800.5 . • o 
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what you don't know CAN hurt you ... 
can abortion increase your 
risk of breast cancer? byjoel Brind, Ph.D. 
According to 2J out of JI studies, 
even one abortion increases the risk of 
B_etriIJg.breast cancer later in life. Dr. 
J_oel Brind,. an endocrinology spedal-
ist, who has done a great 'deal of re-
search on this issue and has compiled 
the results of the numerow s(udies, 
explains below the scknce behind the 
link. For the compkte article, re-
search, documentation and a respanse 
to those who deny the link, check out 
www.humanlifr.oiglbrcattcancer. 
AbonimDivuplsHormonalBabnce 
Estrogen is the hormone that turns a 
girl's body into a woman's body at pu-
beny. Actually, there is a whole class of 
similar steroids, estrogens, which can 
stimulate the growth of the breasts and 
other female tissues. The most abundant 
and important estrogen secreted by a 
woman's ovaries is called estradiol. 
After pubeny, the levels of estradiol rise 
and fall twice with each menstrual cycle. 
Under the influence of the pituitary gland's 
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), new, 
,egg-containing follicles develop in the ova-
ries during the first half of the menstrual 
cycle. The follicular, estradiol-secreting 
cells surrounding the eggs proliferate, and 
so the ovaries secrete ever larger quantities 
of estradiol, reaching a peak about one day 
before ovuJation. This pre-ovuJatory peak 
is the highest blood level of estradiol a 
woman ever normally experiences in the 
non-pregnant state. It stimulates her pitu-
itary gland to secrete another hormone, 
luteinizing hormone (LH), which actually 
triggers ovuJation. 
After ovuJation, the follicle which has 
expelled the egg becomes filled with an-
other kind of cell called a luteal cell. These 
luteal cells proliferate under the influence 
of pituitary LH, thus secreting ever larger 
quantities of both estradiol and the preg-
nancy hormone progesterone, from which 
estradiol is made. 
Since pituitary secretion of LH falls off 
quite sharply after ovuJation, the col't'us 
luteum (as the former follicle is now called) 
begins to regress, unless fenilization of the 
egg (conception) takes place. ~f concep-
tion has occurred, the embryo begins--
almost immediatcly--to secrete another 
chemical messenger which acts like LH to 
''rescue" the col't'us luteum. 
If rescued, the corpus luteum_ pr~ccds 
to generate enormous concentrations of 
progesterone and estradiol. By 7 to 8 weeks 
gestation, a pregnant woman's blood al-
ready contains six times more estradiol 
than it did at the time of conception, more 
than twice the highest level attained in the 
non-pregnant state. 
Omccr Qlls Run Amok 
How estradiol, or estrogens in general, 
relate to breast cancer risk, has to do with 
their role in the growth of breast tissue. It 
is estradiol which makes the breasts· grow 
to a mature size at pubeny, and which 
makes them grow again during pregnancy. 
The cells in the breast which are responsive 
to estradiol are those which are primitive, 
or undifferentiated. Once terminally dif-
ferentiated into milk-producing cells, 
breast cells can no longer be stimulated to 
. reproduce. 
It is the undifferentiated cells which 
can give rise to cancerous tumors later in 
life. If a woman therefore has gone through 
some weeks of a normal pregnancy, and 
then abons that pregnancy, she is left with 
more of these cancer-vulnerable cells than 
she had in her breasts before she was preg-
nant. In addition, any abnormal, poten-
tially cancer-forming cells already in her 
breasts (present to some extent in all people) 
have also been stimulated to multiply. All 
this translates into a statistia11y greater 
pro~ that a cancerom tumor may 
even~ arise. In fact most risk factors 
for breast cancer are attributable to overex-
posure to some form of estrogen. 
In contrast, a fuJ! term pregnancy re-
sults in full differentiation of the breast 
tissue for the purpose of milk production, 
which leaves fewer cancer-vulner,\ble cells 
in the breasts than were there before the 
pregnancy began. This translates into the 
well known breast cancer risk lowering 
effect of a full term pregnancy ... 
TbeOOTercnc:e Between Abortions 
And~ 
Most miscarriages occur in the first 
trimester, and over 90% of these are char-
acterized by abnormally low maternal es-
tradiol lcvels (quantities that do not exceed 
non-pregnant levels). One team of Swiss 
obstetricians, as far back as 1976, was actu-
ally able to predict miscarriages with 92c1c 
accuracy with just a single measurement of 
estradiol. Theoretically, this makes per-
fect sense: The very reason for an early 
miscarriage is an inadequate supply of 
progesterone from which estradiolis made. 
However, there is reason to believe that 
pregnancies which survive the first tri-
mester (and they couldn't survive without 
adequately high progesterone levels, which 
are paralleled by estradio0 are likely to raise 
breast cancer risk, if they go on to mis-
carry due to physical trauma or anatomic 
defect. Since most miscarriages do occur 
in the first trimester, miscarriages gener-
ally have been found not to increase the 
risk of breast cancer. 
Y,-
·,. 
'., 
The SymtJhony of Life 
ThelateJeromeLeJeune, M.D., Ph.D., the hunu.n beins :a. btoh of prou.p1==-
one of the world's foremost authorities As far as your nature is concerned, I see 
in the field of genetics, taught us much . no difference between the early person 
about the intricacies of the beginning of that you were at conception and the late 
human life. person which you are now. You were, 
Dr. Lejeune called that very first cell, and are, a human being." 
the fenilized egg, ''the most specialized The Science of Fetology has advanced 
cell underthe sun." He explained that the to the point that it can now be deter-
fertilized egg contains more information mined within three to seven days after 
about the new individual than can be fertilization if the new human being is a 
stored in five sets (not volumes) of the boy or a girl. 
Encyclopedia Britannica (if enlarged to When Dr. Lejeune testified in a Ten-
normal print). No other cell will ever nessee Court in 1989 as to the humanity 
again have the same instructions as those of seven frozen embryos he held the 
in the life of the individual being created. court spellbound with the following 
In the words of Dr. Lejeune, "Each of analogy of man's "symphony of life." 
us has a very precise starting point .which He explained that if you were to buy a CD 
is the time at which the whole necessary on which a Mozart symphony had been 
and sufficient genetic information is gath- recorded and insert it in a player, what is 
ered inside one cell, the fertilized egg, being reproduced is the movement of the 
and this is the moment of fenilization. air that transmits to you the genius of 
There is not the slightest doubt about Mozart. Accordingly, Lejeune further 
that, and we know that this information explained, "It's exactly the same way life 
is written on a kind of ribbon wbich we is played. On the tiny mini-cassettes, 
call the DNA." whichareourchromosomes,arewritten 
·To further emphasize the minuteness various parts of the opus which is for [a] 
of the DNA language, Dr. Le Jeune drew human symphony, and as soon as all the 
a most interesting analogy. He said that if information necessary ... to spell the whole 
all the one-meter-long DNA of the sperm symphony [is brought together] this sym-
and all the one-meter-long DNA of the phony plays itself; that is, a new man is 
ova which contain the instructions for beginning his career ... as soon as he has 
the .s billion human beings who will re- been conceived, a man is a man." 
place us on this planet were brought Dr.]tromeLe]eWJe, whoresidedinParis, 
together in one place, the total amount of France, discovered the genetic cause of Down 
matter would be roughly the size of two Syndrom~ · He received_ rhe ~~nnedy P:ize 
aspirin tablets. for the disc_overy and, m addwon, received 
h At no time " Dr. Le Jeune stated "is c~e MemorialA_Ilen A ward Medal, ch: world's 
' ' highest award m rhe mid of Genetics. 
3 
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i was NEVER that small, was i? 
Fcnilization 
The sperm joins with the ovum to form 
one cell. This one cell contains the com-
plex genetic makeup for every detail of 
human development-the child's sex, hair 
and eye color, height, skin tone, etc. 
Month One 
- J The first cell divides and cell divi-
---' sion continues in an orderly fash-
ion as the small group of cells 
travels down the fallopian tube to the 
uterus. There are over 100 cells present 
when this tiny embryo reaches the uterus 
7 to 10 days after fertilization. Founda-
tions of the brain, spinal cord and nervous 
system are already established, and on day 
21 the heart begins to beat in a regular 
fashion. Muscles are forming, and arms, 
legs, eyes and ears have begun to show. 
The embryo is 10,000 times larger than 
the original fertilized egg and developing 
rapidly. 
4') Month Two 
__ .,~ The preborn baby has all her 
fingers. Brain waves can be 
detected and the brain is controlling 40 
sets of muscles as well as the organs. The 
jaw forms, including teeth buds in the 
gums. The eyelids seal during this time to 
protect the baby's developing light-sensi-
tive eyes, the stomach produces digestive 
juices, and the kidneys have begun to 
function. The developing baby is now 
referred to as the fetus, a Latin word 
meaning ''young one." 
'~ ~ Month Three 
Unique 
fingerprints are evi-
dent and never change. 
The baby now sleeps, 
awakens and exercises 
her muscles by turn-
ing her head, curling 
her toes, and opening 
and closing her mouth 
- often sucking her thumb. She breathes 
amniotic fluid to help develop her respira-
tory system. By the end of the month all 
the organs and systems of her body are 
functioning. The only major activity from 
now until birth is growth. 
/~lil Month Four 
. (~ By the end of this ;,.onth the 
~~ baby is 8 to 10 inches in length 
and weighs rh pound. Her ears 
are functioning and the baby hears her 
mother's heartbeat, as well as external noises. 
Because the pre born child is now larger, the 
mother usually begins to feel her baby's 
movements. 
· .i~2J Month Five 
·-·'~h-
,-~ Half the _pregnancy has now 
passed. The baby is about 12 
inches long. If a sound is especially loud or 
startling, she may jump in reaction to it. 
Babies born at this stage of development are 
surviving at an increasing rate thanks to 
new advances in medical technology. 
·-~~ 
· ·J_. ,,. Month Six ~ ~·\'.~~~-}, 
·>~~~;'!l Oil and sweat glands are func-~ tionin~. The baby's delicate 
skin is protected m the amniotic sac by a 
special ointment ''vernix." 
Month Scvm 
The baby's brain has as many 
cells as it will have at birth. The 
preborn child uses the four senses of vi-
sion, hearing, taste and touch. Research 
has documented that she can now recog-
nize her mother's voice. 
Month Eight 
The skin begins to thicken, 
with a layer of fat stored under-
neath for insulation and nour-
ishment. The baby swallows a gallon of 
amniotic fluid per day. She often hiccups . 
She has been urinating for several months. 
-~9<· ,- . ;_;:. MonthNmc 
,. Toward the end of this month, 
the baby is ready for birth. M-
ter birth new brain a:111 arc being formed 
for nine months. Likewise, other organ 
systems arc still manuing. Of the 45 
generations of cell divisions before adult-
hood, 41 have taken place in the womb. 
Only four more will come before adoles-
cence. In developmental terms we spend 
90% of our lives in the womb. 
In the U.S., it is possible to 
obtain an abortion at ANY 
time before birth! 
H __ um_an_Lifi_._e_A_tl_ia_nc_e_A_dv_e_rus_·_in_g_S_u+-pp'-"l=em=en:.c:.ct'--'(-=2000~=)'--_ __ w_ww .hun~al'l_lif e~~rg __ ~ . _ ....... __ 
behind closed doors . • • 
Carol Everett was involved m the abortion 
industry in the Dallas/Ft Worth, Texas area. As 
director of four climes, owner of two, Ms. Everett 
was responsible for the climes' daily operation. 
Everett, who had an abortion soon after it 
became legal in 1973, now speaks out on ... 
"What I Saw in the 
Abortion Industry" 
Q What is the governing force behind the abortion industry? 
A. Money. It is a very lucrative business. It 
is the largest unregulated industry in our 
nation. Most of file clinics are run in chains 
because it is so profitable. 
Q How much money were you making in the abortion industry before you 
quit? 
A. I was getting a commission of$25.00 on 
every abortion I "sold." In 1983, the year I 
got out, I would have pocketed approxi-
mately $250,000. But, in 1984 we expected 
to be operating five clinics, terminating about 
40,000 pregnancies, and with that projec-
tion I planned to net $1 million. Money, 
Money, Money - that's where my heart 
was. 
Q Why do you refer to "selling" abortions? 
A. The product, abortion, is skilifully mar-
keted and sold to the woman at the crisis 
timfrilrher life. She buys the product, finds 
it defective and wants to return it for a 
refund. But, it's too late. Her baby is dead. 
Q In what way is the woman deceived? 
A. In two ways - the clinic personnel and 
the marketers must deny the personhood of 
the child and the pain caused by the proce-
dure. Every woman has two questions, "ls 
it a baby?" and "Does it hurt?" The abor-
tionist must answer "NO". He/she must lie 
to secure the consent of the woman and the 
collection of the clinic's fee. The women 
were told that we were dealing with a "prod-
uct of conception" or a "glob of tissue". 
They were told that there would be only 
slight cramping, whereas, in reality. an abor-
tion is excruciatingly painful. 
Q What type of counseling was offered at the clinics? 
A. In the clinics in which l was involved we 
didn't do any real cou·nseling. We answered 
only the questions the woman asked and 
tried not to "rock the boat:· We did not 
discuss alternatives to abortion unless the 
woman forced us to. We sold abortions. 
Q What method of abortion did your clinics use? · 
A. For the most part, the abortion industry 
stopped using saline and prostaglandin pro-
cedures because of the number oflive births. 
A live birth means you have to let the baby 
die, or dispose of it in some distasteful way. 
Most second and third trimester abortionists 
use the D & E (dilation and evacuation) 
method. The abortionist uses large forceps 
to crush the baby inside the mother's uterus 
and remove it in pieces. The baby must be 
re-constructed outside the uterus to be cer-
tain all the parts have been removed. 
Meet Carol Everett-the woman who ran 
four abortion centers. 
Q How did you dispose or an aborted baby? 
A. In our clinics, we put them down the 
garbage disposal. We used the heavy duty 
model. Some second and third trimester 
babies' muscle structure is so strong that the 
baby will not come apart. so they must be 
disposed of through trash receptacles. 
Q Abortion is supposed to be a "safe" experience. What complications did 
you witness? 
A. We were doing a one-day traumatic 
dilation, which has a higher rate of compli-
cation. In the last 18 months I was in ·the 
business, we were completing over 500 
abortions monthly and killing or maiming 
one woman out of 500. Common complica-
tions that take place are perforations or tears 
in the uterus. Many of those result in hyster-
ectomies. The doctor might cut or harm the 
urinary tract, which then requires surgical 
repair. A complication that is rarely publi-
cized is the one in which the doctor perfo-
rates the uterus and pulls the bowels through 
the vagina, resulting in colostomy. Some of 
those can be reversed, some must live with 
the colostomy for the remainder of their 
lives. 
Q How did you keep these complica-
tions and deaths from the public? 
A. The woman would be loaded into my car 
(an ambulance outside an abortion clinic is 
terrible advertising) and transported to a 
hospital that would protect the doctor and 
the abortion clinic· s reputation. The con-
cern is not with the patient. only in keeping 
an unblemished reputation. You have a 
built-in cover-up with the patient's family. 
They are dealing with their guilt and emo-
tions over the situation and do not want to 
deal with the added pressure of exposing the 
truth through the media. 
Q Why did you get out of the abortion business? 
A. Two things came mto play at about the 
same time. I experienced a profoundly 
religious transformation-a conversion. At 
about the time I was having second thoughts. 
a Dallas television station did an expose 
disclosing the abortions pe1formed at my 
clinic on non-pregnant women-all for 
money! I finally realized, "We weren't 
helping women-we were destroying them 
- and their children." 
5 
?Al.rut:-))ntm A)oB.1lON 
After three days of preparations, the 
abortionistp1accsan~ uansducer 
on the mother's abdomen and locates the 
child's kgsand feet. The abortionist then 
uses a large forceps to grasp one of the 
baby's legs. He pulls finnly, forcing the 
child into a feet-down Cbrcech) position. 
Hecon~-pullingwnil the baby's leg is_ 
drawn into the birth canal. 
Ncn, umig his hands inmad of for-
ceps, the abortionist demm the baby's 
bodyinamannersimilartoabrcech birth. 
Erst, the child's other leg is delivered, 
followed by the torso,shoulders, and arms. 
'The baby's ~ ''usuaJly" remains inside 
thclltCl'm. 
The abortionist then performs the last 
step which Dr. Haskell calls ''fetal skull 
~-'' Using bhmt-tippcdsur-
gicalscmorsin a closed position, he pierces 
thcchild'sheadatthcbaseoftheskull. He 
· then forces the scissors open to enlarge the 
skull opcmng. ·1nc abortionist then in-
serts a suction catheter into the brain and 
vacuums out the child's brain tissue (in 
Dr. Haskell's words, ''cvacuatcs the skull 
contents"f causingthe baby'sdcath. The 
skull collapses and the dead baby is re-
moved. 
.. !l, .... ~)!tie~5,a~r : 
of the'NauohldAl!Oition Mbation said 
·9f thu. ~ _ttclunque,' in a 6118/93 
. ~ • ·"'-'r&-i! bel-s ur.-t.. .-k. 
.tonlU'meJD, ,·~;1;~ 
~dm&alqpllabanicn pumiae." 
(The p:r,ccding information· on partial-
birth abonm has been taml from the 
American McdialNcws,July 5, 1993 edi-
tion). 
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tough questions demand tough answers 
what about rape? byDaviJC.Rtardon,Ph.D. 
R-ape and incest are v~ry emotional topics. They often elicit in the gen-eral populace feelings of revulsion; 
people draw back from the issue of rape 
and incest, even from the victims of rape 
and incest. 
The facts suggest that only a minority 
of rape and incest victims actually choose 
abonion. 1 Abortion is not usually chosen 
as the immediate solution. 
Kathleen DeZeeuw states, "Having 
lived through rape, and also having raised 
a child 'conceived in rape,' I feel person-
ally insulted and assaulted every time I hear 
that abortion should be legal because of rape 
and incest. I feel that we're being used by 
pro-abortionists to funher the abortion 
issue, even though we've not been asked 
to tell our side." 
The children conceived through sexual 
assault also have a voice which deserves to 
be heard. Julie Makimaa, conceived by an 
act of rape, is not ashamed of her origin. 
Julie proudly proclaims: "It doesn't mat-
ter how I began. What matters is who I 
have become." 
ABla'l'ION Ann& 
TO 1HE PAIN Of lul'E 
Various studies and my own research 
indicate that rape and incest victims fall 
into the high risk category of aborters. 
The existence of rape or incest is actually a 
contraindication for abortion. Jackie 
Bakker, whose testimony is in my book,' 
says, "I soon discovered that the aftermath 
of my abortion continued a long time af-
ter the memory of my rape had faded. 
Nobody told me about the emptiness and 
pain I would feel deep within, causing 
nightmares and deep depressions. They 
had all told me that after the abonion I 
could continue with my life as if nothing 
had happened." This is the same story we 
hear from a lot of aborted women. But 
for the rape and incest victim it is an espe-
cially keen story, because they have been 
told, "In your situation that is the only 
thing you can do." And they have been 
betrayed by that advice. 
WHY:&AIE VICl'DIS llf.luim 
ABoa.nm 
Perhaps the best study was done by Dr. 
Sandra Mahkom, published in Psychologi-
cal Aspects of Abortion i Dr. Mahkom 
was an experienced rape counselor who 
identified 37 pregnant rape victims who 
were treated by a social welfare agency. Of 
these 37, only five chose to have an abor-
tion. Of the 28 who gave birth, 17 chose 
adoption and 3 kept the child themselves; 
for the remaining eight, research was un-
able to determine where the child was 
placed. 
Several reasons were given for not 
aborting. First, several women felt that 
abortion was another act of violence-that 
it was immoral or murder. One said she 
would only suffer more mental anguish 
from taking the life of a baby. Second, 
some saw an intrinsic meaning or purpose 
to the child. Somehow this child was 
foisted into their lives, but, on the other 
hand, they sensed some son of hidden pur-
pose behind it. And although not respon~ 
sible for having brought the child into be-
ing, it had happened, and the consequences 
could be lived with. Third, at a subcon-
scious level, the rape victim feels that if 
she can get through the pregnancy she will 
have conquered the rape. Outlasting preg-
nancy shows she is better than the rapist 
who brutalized her. Giving birth, then, 
is the way rape victims seek to reclaim their 
self-esteem. It is a totally selfless act, a 
generous act, especially in light of the pres-
sure to abort. It is a way for them to dis-
play their courage and strength to survive 
even a rape. 
In her study, Mahkorn found that the 
primary difficulty they experienced with 
the ra-pe pregnancy was tiressure from other 
people who saw the pregnancy as a blot to 
be eliminated. Family and (riends just 
weren't supportive of the woman's choice 
to bear the child. 
Dr. Mahkom also found that in the 
group who carried their pregnancies to 
term, none, at the end of pregnancy, 
wished she had decided on an abortion. 
Abonion inhibits the healing to the rape 
victim and reinforces negative attitudes. 
ABoB.110N ~ 
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Another example is Vanessa Landry, an-
other rape victim who said, "I didn't re-
ally want to have the abortion. I have al-
ways been against abortion all my life. My 
social worker just kept telling me all kinds 
of things to encourage me to have the abor-
tion. She said I was just another minority 
bringing a child into the world and there 
were too many already." Here is a woman 
who is being victimized not only because 
she is a rape victim, but also because she is 
black and a minority and she has a low in-
come. 
Childbirth can be a victory. For the 
majority of pregnant rape victims who 
wisely choose to forego abortion, child- · 
birth is the choice of triumph over rape.· 
It is a choice that says, "Rape will not dic-
tate my life." It allows them to show 
their own courage and generosity. It can 
be shown that the abonion is not neces-
sary, and indeed is very likely to hinder 
recovery by increasing feelings' of guilt, 
shame and low self-esteem. 
Ln<EINCFSr, 
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Incest victims face similar problems. 
Incest is a very complex issue, but the vast 
majority of incest victims want to carry 
their pregnancy to terll). These are young 
girls for whom pregnancy is a way to break 
out of an incestuous relationship with their 
father or· other family members, [whom 
they may love I despite their confusion and 
resentment about the way they have been 
used as sexual objects. Since they still love-
the father, having the child can, not only 
help expose the incestuous relationship, 
but also give hope of beginning a truly lov-
ing relationship. 
In studies of incest victims, the vast ma-
,jority-ch«>Sc to carry the- pregnancy to 
term.1 Those in the minority who have 
an abortion do so only WJder pressure from 
their parents to conceal the incestuous re-
lationship. Because incest is a family pa-
thology that of ten involves father, mother 
and daughter, all are involved in a con-
spiracy of silence .4 
I interviewed Edith Young, now 38 
years ·old, who was a rape and incest vic-
tim at 12 years of age. To cover up the 
incident, her parents procured an abortion 
for her without telling her what was to 
happen. The emotional and physical scars 
of incest and abortion still last to this day. 
She said, "I was being sexually attacked, 
threatened by him and betrayed by Mom's 
silence ... the abortion which was to be in 
'my best interest' has not been ... it only 
'sa".(:d their reputations,' solved their prob-
lems and allowed their lives to go merrily 
on."i 
We need to join rape and incest vic-
tims in demanding that pro-abortionists 
stop exploiting the pain of innocent 
women's problems for their own political 
and financial ends. David C. kardon, 
Ph.D. is Director of the Elliot Institute for 
Socia1 Scknces Research and author of"Aboned 
Women: Siknt No More." More info. at 
www.humanlife.org/afrmbonion. 
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he should know 
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Increased Infertility 
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procedures given so 
Lacerated c:ervix 
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H,stcrectomy 
potential hazards as 
Placenta Prcvia 
abonion ..• it is 
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complications are 
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inevitable." 
Dr. Warren Hern 
prominent U.S. abonionist 
from his book Abonion Practice 
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feeling alone? don't know where to turn? 
Statement by Dr.James Fogel, a psychiatrist, 
obstetrician, and a~rtion provider: 
''Abortion is an impassioned sub--
jeer ... Every woman--whatever her age, 
'background--has a trauma at destroying a 
pregnancy. A level of humanness 
is touched. This is part of her own 
life. She destroys a pregnancy, she is 
destroying herself. There is no 
way it can be innocuous ... It is totally 
beside the point whether oi- not you think 
a life is there. You cannot deny 
that something is being created and that 
this creation is physically happening ... 
But it is not as harmless and casual an event 
as many in the pro-abortion crowd insist. 
A psychological price is paid. It 
may be alienation; it may be a pushing 
away from human warmth, perhaps a 
hardening of the maternal instinct. 
Something happens on the deeper levels of 
a woman's consciousness when 
she destroys a pregnancy. I know that as a 
psychiatrist." 
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tim, i think i'm pre~ant . 
_" "Jly two 
• twas New Year's Eve. My daugh~ers 
boyfriend sighed deeply, his • · • d 
gaze remaining fixed on ,the inspire •e to 
-ry. He then muncred some- do great· things. 
thing that made me feel already 
desened. I felt a sour lump in Ihey never 
the back of my throat. Yes, I • 
waspregnant,andlwasscared! stood in the 
I knew from first hand experience how · wa Y of •Y 
tough it is raising a child as a single mother. career. they 
I already had a 2-year oW daughter ,Jenni-
fer, from an earlier unsuccessful marriage. have only 
We lived in the inner city and could barely 
make ends meet. Whenmypregnancywas enhanced it:• 
confirmed, T"llll 's non-committal response 
to my distress and his move to Chicago, 
400 miles away, left me despondent and 
leaning more and more toward abortion as 
the "easy way out." I was already strug-
gling fmanciallywith one child. How could 
I raise two? 
I drove to Chicago to try to convince 'illll 
to marry me. He was deaf to my pleas and 
unmoved by my 
tears. Believing I had --
no viable alternative, 
I convinced him to 
give me money for 
an abortion. 
She's too far along!" Relief instantly washed 
over me! How odd! I had thought I wanted 
an abortion but now felt instantly relieved 
to know I was still pregnant. 
I decided to use every om1ce of courage I 
could muster to deal with my pregnancy. 
My ambivalence nirned into love for my 
unborn child. When my beautiful daugh-
ter was born, I 
. named her Melanie. 
As·'I sar·in the abor· 
tion clinic waiting 
my turn, everything 
around me seemed 
like a nightmare. 
Women lounged on 
garishly printed 
couches as rock mu-
sic played on the in-
tercom. Everything 
seemed so casual, and Alone and desperate, Angela Woodhull 
It took energy and 
creativity to sup~ 
pon the three of 
us. Mytwodaugh-· 
ten .inspired me to 
do great things. 
They never stood 
in the way of my 
career. They have 
only enhanced it. I 
f.mishedmydegrec; 
·then I went on to 
getmyMaster'sand 
Ph.D. Besides be-
ing a proud 
mother, I am hap- · 
pily married, a pub-
there I was, feeling felt pressured to abort. • 
like I wanted to die. 
When the nurse called my name, I changed 
my mind, broke into tears, and left. 
I ftlt desperately alone. Back at the univer-
sity, I often cried myself to sleep. I decided 
to confide in a couple of college professors. 
They collected money to fly me back to 
Chicago to have an abortion. Now I was 
determined, even obligated, to go through 
with it. Still, I agonized! Ironically, that 
semester, I was taking a class in fetal devel-
opment. I knew there was a- baby in my 
womb with her heart beating and her own 
circulatory system. Those J>ktures flashed 
in my mind as I sat there, clad in a paper 
gown and paper slippers. 
i wc:s sumrr.oned to the room where the 
abortions_ are performed. I could hear a 
woman sobbing hysterically in the recov-
ery room. It reminded me of someone who 
had wimessed the death of a loved one in a 
fatal accident. It haunts me still. As the 
doctor was examining me, prior to per-
forming the abonion, he suddenlystoppe<! 
and said to the nurse, "Get her out of here! 
lished author, a motivational speaker for 
one of the largest seminar companies in the 
U.S., and amuskian. 
I have Iearn:d that life is reallyabcm: devd~ 
oping character. When we endure some-
thing tough, our character and self- esteem 
are strengthened. Many women who have 
confessed to me that they've had abonions 
have discovered that the "easy way out" is 
just an illusion. Some of them are in abusive 
relationships. Some are on anti-depres-
sants. Others just seem detached from life. 
Some sadly remember their aborted child's 
"would be" birthday each year. 
If you are in a cr.uis pregnancy, 1 cannot 
promise· that it will be easy. I can only 
promise that the anguish will pass and there 
are people who will help you through this 
trying time. As someone who has ''been 
there" I understand the anguish you are 
experiencing. One day you will look back 
on the birth of your child, and say, as I do, 
"I did the right thing. And I fee~ proud." 
Dr. AIFla Woodball, Pb.D. 
